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Black schooling has been plunged into deep crisis following 
persistent political and ideological assertiveness by users' 
against the intransigent State. Assertive practices in the 
State black secondary schools climaxed with the refusal by 
students to sit for examinations. Accomp~nying these 
assertive practices were the disintegration of order and the 
alarming failure rate, all of which put;__t_eachers in t~e. mi_dst 
~£ accus~ti_~s_from both the State and some users. 
The State blamed teachers for disorderliness, the lack of 
- . -~-~~-----~- -- - -- - ----- ---~-- ------
discipline of students and for_ not doing their work 
'------· - --~---- - -- - 7 - ---- -- -
efficien!,!y. Some users accused teachers of incompetency and 
often of sustaining the State hegemony. Teachers, however, 
redirected the accusations at the State for its 
authoritarianism. These labellings reflect the impact the 
interminable education crisis- has had on teachers working 





bears heavily and negatively on 
an extent where some scholars 
highlight that teachers have become professionally 
dysfunctional and have since lost authority <see below>. 
The study takes these charges seriously_ and is geared ·towards 
understanding teachers' authority within the context of South 
... __ ~ __......~ - -- ~ ~. -- - ~ .· ~ - . - ------- - """"'" ....... ~ .... ....:..-.- ~-.. .. ---=--
African education ______ s_y_~t~_whose bias favours white, in 
particular Afrikaner supremacy and the domination of the 
ruling classes. This could mean that teachers' authority is 
either a creation of this supremacy/domination and its 
maintenance or a product of resistance towar-ds such 
domination. In order to test this theoretical supposition, 
particular attention was given towards understanding the 
significance of teachers' authority, its social bases, the 
way it is exercised and its stability or instability in the 
context of the current education crisis. 
Uv> 
What came to light was tha fact that teachers eMercisad a 
form of authority predetermined by th• State whilst at the 
'sama time there were attempts to move away from that practice 
and establish an alternative authority. Tha new form of 
authority was interpreted as being influenced by an ideology 
whose ultimate aim was to transform tha imposed status quo. 
The conclusions were that teachers• authority remained in 
crisis as did the schools, due to teachers• work which either 
conflicted with the educational policy or which propped up 
the system in the face of insurmountable resistance from 
users. It was suggested that teachers are likely to thrive in 
tha crisis if they were able to collectively amass political 
professional power in alliance with tha community to engage 
in counter-hegemony. 
. ! 
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1.1 Development of the thesis 




relationship between the social (economic and 
and the educational base, no matter how 
forces of the bases tend to be at times. In a 
country such as South Africa where social continuity dra~s 
support from the capitalist social base which is more powe~ful, 
the nature of governance in the education system is likely to 
prop up this base, even though such is not always the case. 
This inconsistency can be attributed to lack of concord among 
social actors for various reasons which include racial, colour, 
cultural and class divisions. These divisions are questioned in 
such a way that the mode of production - that is, forces that 
contribute to the continuity of the system - is.not always as 
self~perpetuating as the State would have liked. 
There should be some form of identity with the essence of the 
and acceptance of the direction and ideology of 








can be efficient. The absence of such unanimity has 
to outright coercion where the social and the 
bases favour dominant classes against the 
classes. Historically, the establishment of the 
'Bantu education~ system is a manoeuvre by the State to ensure 
perpetual reproduction of the social relations and the mode of 
production. The school as such is beyond the control of the 
•community~ (see page 12>. The interests of the working class 
are not catered for in the cultural capital of the school. 
Instead the school generates the interests of the ruling 
classes by disseminating bourgeois ideology. For instance, 
white people who constitute the decision making bloc in the 
Government had succeeded in manipulating resources to entrench 
their supremacy and to subjugate black people economically and :X 
politically in order to sustain the status quo. There is thus a 
- 3 -




it will be too simplistic to view crisis in\ 
as only the consequence of the colour and 
particularly in the light of a new reform 
policy of •integrated development• of which one strategy is to 
create and co-opt a section of society (i.e., petty 
bourgeoisie> to supporting the status quo. As a result, the 
class nature of the South African society also contributes to 
the crisis- in the sense that the bureaucratic ordering of the 
education system benefits <petty> bourgeois classes whilst the 
interests of the proletariat class are ignored. 
This supremacy or domination has taken many forms, among 
others, ownership, control and other privileges of educational 
resources. The State pressure for a transfer of ownership and 
control of education from church and private institutions 
heralded a new form of control viz., State control. With this 
came constraints on teachers• autonomy and professionalism was)(_ 
defined from the State•s point of view. The State arrogated to 
itself the right to prescribe the curriculum such that it would 
add to the intactness of the Government and its social order 
<i.e., a capitalist social structure, a fragmented education 
system and authoritarianism>' hereafter, the GSO. The 
interaction between users, that is, teachers, students, parents 
and some members of the community is conditioned in one form or 
another by the power of the elites so that reproduction of the 
GSO could occur undisturbed. 
The reproduction of the GSO is not unthinkable and is possible 
within schools when teachers are contracted to and thus stay 
accountable to the State. Since they are civil servants, the 
State would 
satisfy its 
like them to engage in curriculum practices which '\ 
apartheid education. This will result in the 
authority of the teacher being predetermined and teachers 
.becoming intellectual agents of the State. When this happens, 
continuity of the GSO could go a long way and remain smooth 
- 4 -
provided there is no political pressure to alter it. But some 
form of political pressure such as resistance is imminent in 
any terrain of race and class struggle. 




system, especially in the departments governing black 
dates back to the 19th century. It intensified when 
took over control of education. The takeover was an 
attempt for more power to curb autonomous action on the part of 
users in order that they become reliant on the Government and 
subsequently fail to control their own destiny as well as to 
conceptualise an alternative social base. The continuing 
resistance inside and outside the State black schools indicates 
that the hegemony of the ruling classes is not without 
difficulties. Counter-hegemony therefore highlights some kind 
of contest which is part of the crisis of transformation. 
The education crisis which is widely associated with black 
schooling reflects the extent to which the reproduction of the 
GSO is made problematic by users in their relationships with 
the State and in their interaction with one another. The 
predetermined teachers' authority is not left unquestioned. The 
·crisis is the tension between the GSO and the community with 
its envisaged social order (i.e., a socialist social structure, 
a vision of a unitary education system and democracy>, 
hereafter, the CSO. The understanding of teachers' authority 
within this framework might provide a sound analysis of the 
crisis that looms in the State black secondary schools. 
is often defined as Teachers• 
legitimate 
authority 
'right' to .issue •commands' to 
the teachers' 
students. This 
reflects a consensus theory where within undemocratic and 
bureaucratic establishments <e.g., 
arrogate legitimacy to themselves 
schools> dominant classes 
and thus authority becomes 
manifest as 'right' or •power'. The conditions of such 
legitimacy and the nature of commands are taken for granted to 




and therefore inevitable <cf. Giddens, 1980). At the same time 
notions of teachers' authority as perceived by the ruling 
classes are imposed on all. This conceptualisation conceals the 











picture that education is itself very 
ideological contestation. Teachers' 
result reified as domination and 
relationship between teachers and 




as a mechanism 
historically and structurally ""-
of social control in terms of the 
social processes of the curriculum, that is, supervision, 
knowledge distribution, maintenance of order and discipline and 
endorsement/acknowledgment of students' academic progress. It 
is accordingly a production relationship which is influenced by 




order. This implies that teachers' authority derives its 
scope and content from the larger society and the 
order. It will thus be shaped and reshaped by tendencies 
of oppression, exploitation, repression and counter-hegemony 
present in society. 
To understand teachers' authority in black schools it is 
important to conceptualise it as evolving together with the 
'Bantu Education' system. The battle-ground between the State 
I 
/ 
and the community within schools is therefore never complete 
without analysing the state of teachers' authority. In fact the 
battlefield is the predetermined social processes of the 
curriculum. Put differently, the crisis in the State black 
secondary schools is the contest over teachers' authority o 
between the GSO and the CSO. The crisis takes the form of class1 _-
struggle whose intensity has culminated in the collapse of this~ 
authority. The breakdown in the authority of the teacher is as 
such not a 
towards the 
authoritarian 
problem resulting from opposition by certain users 
State, but it is the consequence of the 
imposition of particular ideological perspectives 
- 6 -
with regard to teachers' authority. Even when one form of 
authority crumbles, the vacuum would not be timeless but would 
instead be filled by either a power struggle or by another form 
of authority which is likely to be the product of the contest. 
There will thus be a simultaneous reconstruction of the 
collapsed authority. 
Any change in teachers' authority signifies the powerful 
altering force of one constituency <the State or the community> 
over the other. This is so because the processes of political 
agency 
of a 
accompanying change are consopant with the consciousness 
particular clas~/es, either~,he bourgeoisie or the 
proletariat. The former term refers 1 to the capitalist class, 
whose members own means of production such as land, schools, , 
factories, banks and businesses. The latter refers to the 
working class whose members own no means of production and have 
to sell their labour for wages. Since historically the 
bourgeoisie has dominated, a change in teachers' authority in 
the bourgeoisie's favour would not be referred to as a shift 
per se, but more as an intensification of the regulation of 
teachers' work. For this reason a shift implies a gain by the 
proletariat. If the collapse of teachers' authority is itself a 




reflected by teachers' own 
situation in which they find 
themselves. The author assumes that teachers portray diverse 
and sometimes polar practices in their social relationships 
with the State officials and/or some users. This can be 
attributed to the fact that imperative polar calls have been 
made to teachers to the effect that they should either transact 
pro the GSO or retro it, that is, in the establishment and the 
strengthening of the CSO. If any of these seem absurd, it is 
simply because of the inclination to overlook that teachers' 
authority is a cultural construct and is more related to the 
class location of teachers and their ambiguous class positions 
vis-a-vis their controversial historical functions. 
The aim of the study is to give a better understanding of 
-----
teachers•~--authority in black 
---- -~ -·~- - ~ --
schools in chronic crisis. The 
-
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much publicised 'black education' crisis will be assessed in 
order to reveal the contradictions of the status of teaching 
within State schools and how teachers' authority is critically 
affected. The crisis is chronic because of the socio-economic, 
political and ideological aspects of the contestation which 
emanates from the quest of the ruling classes to stay in power 
and the determination of the subordinate classes to struggle 
on. 
The point of departure in the study is the assumption that the 
crisis in black schools is the contest of authority which has 
its genesis in the socio-economic, political and ideological 
complexities of the South African race and class conflict. 
Situating teachers' authority within this context does not only 
help with a better comprehension of the crisis within schools 
but also clarifies why the breakdown of the established 
authority of the teacher and that of the social structure which 
gives it a social base seem inevitable for the transformation 
of the GSO and for the establishment of the CSO. The author 
hopes that the study will give insight into the school praxis -
the role of social actors within schools - and will perhaps 
culminate in laying foundations for building a form of 
authority which is essential for the pedagogy of a changing 
society. 
1.2 The structure of the study 
In this chapter <1> the author details briefly what prompted 
the study and what it hopes to achieve thereof. The chapters 
constituting the study are outlined, and towards its end the 
methodology as well as the terms of reference which might need 
clarification are depicted. In chapter 2, the crisis is traced 
into its socio-historical domain. The chapter portrays some 
evidence about the many ways through which the crisis is 
manifest within the State black secondary schools. Some of 
these ways might be a direct result of how 'black education' is 
perceived and how it can be transformed. Political action is 




Hence, the chapter also identifies some attempts to cquieten' 
the crisis. Despite the chapter being a historical 
documentation, it is not approached with the expertise of an\ 
historian but that of an historical observer. 
Chapter 3 is an.attempt to unravel the ideological evolution of 
teachers' authority within various political-cultural 
frameworks.· This is necessary in order to ascertain the extent 
to which teachers' authority generates and develops certain 
consciousness. An attempt to capture and document teachers' and 
students' experiences and conceptualisations of teachers' 
authority is 'made in Chapter 4. The chapter is basically a 
narration of the interviewees' responses vis-a-vis the social 
bases of authority, 
techniques adopted 
patterns of authority relationships, and 
in a bid to survive the crisis. The 
responses have been codified in order 
classification criteria and to reduce 
interpretation and analysis. 
to provide a uniform 




concludes the study 
of a comprehension of 
Teachers are seen within 
in chapter 5 with the 
the crux of teachers' 
their conventional work 
situation in order to get a sound analysis of their historical 
functions. This enables one to ascertain the extent to which 
they have collaborated with the State more than with the 
community. The author also looks at what might be the possible 
implications of teachers' survival mechanisms, that is, the 
significance of the noticeable shift in terms of the social 
processes of the curriculum. Some of the conditions which 
teachers might have to satisfy in order to cthrive' in the 
crisis are highlighted. 
1.3 Methodology 
The chapters 1, 2, 3 and 5 comprise a more general, theoretical 





of data and interpretation. The 
t .' J d . f t' con ain·secon ary 1n orma ion whereas the 
" 
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empirical part of the study which necessitated the interviews 
contains primary data. 
The secondary information was tapped from books <mostly 
published overseas>, local and overseas journals, conferences 
or symposia papers and local newspapers. Overseas literature 
was essential because it provided some theoretical bases of 
teacher education and teacher work in relation to the 
reproduction of particular social relations and the mode of 
production. Besides, the local literature provides very little 
information about teacher work vis-a- vis a Marxist perspective 
which is emphasised in this study. Newspaper reports were very 
helpful since they portrayed certain major events of the black 
schooling crisis which had some bearing on teachers• authority. 
The information enabled the investigator to identify critical 
I 
areas in teachers• authority following on-going discussions and 
debates by various scholars. The literature also served to 
check material against the primary data which was elicited from 
the interviewees. 
The overall sample comprised sixty-five interviewees from two 
State black secondary schools in Atteridgeville, a township 
near Pretoria. The sample was not restricted to particular 
grades. Eighteen teachers and twenty-four students were from 
the first school 
came from the 
individually and 
whilst six teachers and seventeen students 
second school. Teachers were interviewed 
the students in groups. All teachers were 
•professionally• qualified though some obviously had more years 
of training than others. The years they had spent teaching at 
the same schools varied, ranging from two to thirty-one. 
Students had spent two or more years at schools. 
The interview activity lasted for about eight weeks. The 
interview questions were structured and open-ended. They were 
based on four major questions <infra> which were sub-divided 
into numerous sub-questions <see appendix, figure 4). 
- 10 -
What does teachers• authority mean? 
What are the social conditions of teachers• authority? 
Why is teachers• authority necessary in education? 
How intact is teachers• authority? 
It was hoped that responses to these questions would shed some 
light as to why teachers~ authority is at issue in the present 
•irrational•- climate of South Africa. 
The interviews were dialogical with questions built into the 
conversations. The quality of the responses which were elicited 
was probably enhanced by the fact that rapport was created with 
the interviewees, especially teachers with whom it was easier 
to interact before the interview sessions. 
Interviewees were informed about the purpose of the research 
and about areas of research focus before being interviewed. The 
response to the interviews was extraordinary considering the 
emergency environment under which the research activity took 
place. The interviewees who were all volunteers laid down 
certain conditions for the interviews to be conducted. Some of 
the conditions were that : 
These 
only volunteers were to be interviewed; 
the interviews were to be conducted at agreed venues and 
during times chosen by volunteers; 
interyiewees were not to be identified by real names; 
no tape-recorder was to be used unless agreed upon by 
individual volunteers. 
conditions were observed during the interviews and 
throughout the study. 
Even though the overall sample is undoubtedly small, it proved 
useful consid~ring. the complexities of the issues to be 
investigated, interpreted and analysed. It made possible an 
in-depth understanding and sound interpretation and analysis of 
• 
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the issues involved. The investigator ended up believing that 
the sample provided vivid experiences of acting within State 
black secondary schools in ways that would be similar to those 
any other social actor/s might do .in a similar predicament. 
The interpretation and analysis of this sociological study were 
sensitised by the Weberian approach. This approach gives 
priority to the subjective •state of minds~ of the actors, • 
e.g., teachers and students, in an attempt to interpret their 
agency within schools and classrooms and relate it to the wider 
social context. It also draws from both the functionalist and 
marxist perspectives, and develops understanding of day to day 
educ~tional practices between and among social agents <cf. 
Giddens, 1980; Haralambos and Heald, 1985; Blackledge and Hunt, 
1985). However, the influence of the Marxist theory dominates 
analysis in this study because the author believes that it 
makes the best analytical tool and provides a measure without 
which there can be no sound comprehension of the intricacies of 
the State run education system and its relation to society. The 
choice of this approach and theory ensued from the author~s 
alertness that teachers~ authority in South Africa needs to be 
revamped, and placed on a parallel footing with the continuing 
transformation of the discourse of education. 
1.4 Terms of reference 
The term "black~ in the study was chosen in its generic 
sense and it is retained despite the fact that the 
interviewees turned out to be all Africans. 
Although the thesis at times addresses black teachers as 
though 
they 
they were monolithic, it does not suggest that 
are exempt from the internal contradictions like 
cl~ss conflict that. characterises all other intellectuals 
and professional groupings. 
- 12 




class which is excluded from political decision 
whilst it is simultaneously intended to draw 
various classes as are noticeable within the 
anti-apartheid movement which is opposed to the State and 
presumably its social base. 
Months of publications such as newspapers will be written 
numerically. For example, Star, 13 February 1988 as Star, 
130288. 
Wherever the concept 
both the Department 
•stateP appears, it will refer to 
of Education and Training <DET> and 
the Government which represent the institutions dominated 
by the ruling classes in decision making. 
Concepts such as "powers" and "rights" were used 
interchangeably with "teachers' authority" by some 
interviewees and thus where they appear in the study they 
should be treated as synonymous. 
Terms like "pupil", "child" and/or "non-adult" are 
employed by some authors and interviewees cited in here 
to refer to the student. 
The sexist language which appears in quotations is that 
of authors and interviewees and is here retained to 
maintain the veracity of the original. 
- 13 -
2. THE SOCIO-HISTORICAL LOCATION OF THE CRISIS 
2.1 Historical interpretations of education for black South 
Africans 
2. 1. 1. 
2.1.2 
2. 1. 3 
Black schooling as a powerful means of 
exploitation and domestication by the ruling 
classes 
Black schooling as a vehicle for modernization 
and development 
Black schooling as a site of resistance 




Class boycotts, school stayaways and closure of 
schools 
The decline of the prefectorial system 
Shifts in the role of power holders 
2.3 Theoretical explanations of authority crisis 
2.3.1 The industrial input factor 
2.3.2 The curriculum factor 
2.3.3 Material factor 
2.3.4 The provocateur factor 
2.3.5 Political stress 







Progressive educational agency 
Democratization of social relationships 
Conscientization of users 
Redirection of the control of schooling 
The job market shift 
Repression 
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2. THE SOCIO-HISTORICAL LOCATION OF THE CRISIS 
In this chapter the author outlines some theoretical positions 
about the crisis in black schools. The aim is to provide an 
understanding of the evolution of black schooling and also to 
show how teachers• authority is at the centre of the 
controversies surrounding the social functions of the school. 






of black schooling since the colonial era has 
differently. 'Black educationp is here placed 
within various analytical frames which are important in so far 
as they highlight the unfolding of the crisis of authority. 
Different though the frames are, the interpretations convey a 
deep-seated discontent about the direction and the ideology in 
education. The dissatisfaction is the intolerance of users with 
regard to the State~s inability to bring about positive 
political and educational innovations. Analysis of users• 
conceptualisations about 'black education~ indicates that there 
is an indictment of the State for administering black schooling 
in order to reinforce its hegemony. 
2.1.1 Black schooling as a powerful means of e~ploitation 
and domestication by the ruling classes 
Black schooling is often perceived as a powerful process 
through which the dominant classes oppress and exploit the 
subordinate classes. The process is well suited to the demands 
of the capitalist economic development which places priority on 
hard labour where black people serves the interests of white 
people. The mass of the people becomes alienated from its 
labour and thus have no other option but to rely on the 
Government for subsistence. This is realised in the "production 
of a supply of cheap black labour consisting of individuals 




tasks or jobs that are generated by economic dav•lopmant 0 
<AleMander, 1985>. 
Through mass education, 
industrialization where 
into meeting th• naeds 
Kallaway (1987114)1 
black schooling developed parallel to 
majority of black paopla war• school•d 
of the bourgeoisie. According to 
Tha provision of industrial education for blacks 
was seen to provide a means of drawing blacks 
into tha labour market and making them 
appreciate 'the dignity of labour' in tha modern 
sector. Not only would such an education provide 
the skills necessary for th• settler economy to 
flourish, but it was intended to ensure the 
development of attitudes appropriate to th• 
capitalist/settler economy and society. 
Thi• trend resulted in th• productivity of the mass of th• 
peopl• being relegated only to areas of work where the 
Government hegemony was 
mass of th• people was 
intact. Th• creative energy of th• 
channelled with the intent that it 
<mass of the people> remain in servitude. This step and 
process i• viewed as domestication i.e., a manipulative 
teaching and learning process where participation and 
&Mpressivanass of students is ignored and also where students 
passively assimilate whatever is taught them <Nkondo, 1986>. 
2.1.2 Black schoaling •• a v•hicl• for modernization and 
d•v•lop118nt 
In contrast to th• view that black schooling is aMploitative, 
opprassiva and domesticating is another view that it is 
civilising black people into th• technological requirements 
of tha economy. Concepts such as black 
advancamant/upgradamant maka the framework of modernization, 
development and leadership whara the goal is, among others, 
to •••• th• upward mobility of few black people. The State 
manipulates its 
of the ma•• of 
socio-economic incantiv•• to co-opt a sector 
the people into th• anfoldments of tha 
- 16 -
capitalist system. Few people accumulate mer• material 
assets. As a result the State succeeds in regulating the 
interests of the co-opted people and subsequently distracts 
the focus of their struggle from purpo••ful lif• into the 
maMimization of individual welfare. 
It can ba argued as Kgwara <Van der Marwa at al., 1978> does, 
that 'black education' provides the mass of tha people with 
skills to counter the acute· lack of skilled labour and to 
fill jobs usually reserved for whites. Although this 
rightfully points at the problem as part of the economic 
crisis it is,-· however, a short-sighted understanding of the 
undertone of the modernization and civilization going along 
with the crisis in eco~omy. As AleMander (198S> points out, 
development in the current climate where tha strategy of 
'divide and rule' intensifies "fits in with the present 
global policies of the government Cwherebyl educational 
policy will tend to stress in the content of all subjects 
taught at schools the superiority of confederal and perhaps 
federal systems of government, as well as ethnic pluralist 
approaches to social and cultural studies." 
The process of modernization, then, fails to skill the mass 
of the people for affecting social change. Development or 
civilisation would thus mean raification of apartheid 
education and everything that goes with it. Mathonsi (1988> 
who says that whilst "the economy demands docile workers, the 
education system cannot afford to produc• anything else", 
affirms this. As th• modus operandi of the grand apartheid 
machinery gets firm, it would imply that education scham•• 
initiated by th• State for modernization and developm•nt are 
only mechanisms to ensure graat•r hegemony. 
2.1.3 Black schooling•• a sit• of rasistanc• 
Th• intention of th• Stat• to affirm its domination can be 
traced as far back as in tha 1920'• wh•n it increasingly 
centrali••d control of schooling. Th• intensification of 
- 17 -
control took another turn in 1976 when users resisted 
enculturation via the medium of the Afrikaans language~ This 
form of control represented a political strategy within the 
system of 'Bantu education~ which according to Nkomo <1981) was 
meant to contain black people in constant subjugation but has 
instead "spawned a culture of resistance" <cf. Collins, 1980; 
Levin, 1980>. 
Black schooling as a site of resistance refers to attempts by 
users to negate the current policies of the State in order to 
transform the status quo and ensure that education reflects 
another culture, that is, the interests of the majority of the 
South Africans. The function of the school in the reproduction 
of the unequal social relations is questioned. The school is 
perceived as being capable through bourgeois ideology of making 
people remain submissive and glorify practices that sustain 
relations of power and the capitalist mode of production 
<Turner, 1980; Apple, 1982; Althusser, 1984; Hartshorne, 
1986a). The spirit of defiance sweeping schools can be 
attributed to the racist and separate system of education, its 
direction and ideology. As Senn <1984) puts it, the crisis 
revolves "on opposition to a total system which denies equal 
human dignity and 
seen of meaningful 
Neusa, n.d.: 14; 
Chi kane, 1986 : 
participation, or any real hope, as it is 
change happening in the near future" <cf. 
Moerane in Van der Merwe et al., 1978: 40; 
337-338). The black schooling crisis is 
therefore the product of outright coercion to elicit hegemony 
and the resultant processes of counter-coercion. 
2.2 The manifestation of the crisis in the schools 
This section introduces various facets of the crisis that have 





schooling crisis is the crisis of authority. This is 
the assumption that the form authority takes within 
is influenced by the socio-economic, political and 
scenario in society. The crisis is the result of 
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the diminishing hegemony of the dominant over the subordinate. 
It has come "precisely in the fact that the old 
[ideology/authority] is dying and the new cannot be born, in 




of morbid symptoms appear" 
is not only between the <Gramsci, 1971). 
consciousness of democracy and authoritarianism, but it is also 





Class boycotts, school stayaways and closure of the 
schools 
discounting the 1976 students~ revolt which halted 
schooling in South Africa for some time, there have been 
continuous class boycotts and school stayaways which culminated 
in the refusal by students to sit for examinations <WM, 
2811-041286; Murray, 1987 : 374). The persistent nature of the 
events alone leads one to think that schools have been in a 
very serious crisis with very little formal education taking 
place <Frontline, 1986>. 
Boycotts and stayaways are users~, in particular students~ 
peaceful means of expressing dissatisfaction with the 
authoritarian mechanisms of control and the schooling system. 
These mechanisms are not only techniques of resistance or 
protest to black schooling, but are also tools of the struggle 
for forging solidarity among the subordinate groups. The impact 
which these techniques have made on the school authority is 
captured in the announcement by the State following the closure 
of schools that it will only reopen them "after parents have 
assured the DET that they will ensure children cooperate with 
DET and teachers" CNN, 2702- 120386). The closure of schools 
denotes the breakdown of authority, causes anguish and compels 
teachers to make "specific and sometimes agonising responses to 
some quite critical changes in their classroom worlds" <Barton 
and Walker, 1984). 
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2.2.2 Th• daclin• of th• praf•ctarial system 
The dismantling of the prefectorial system is another direct 
attack on the extension of the domination of the ruling classes 
within schools. Prefects are not only serving as catalysts 
distracting students• opposition to the hegemony of the power 
elites, they also extend teachers• control into spheres of 
students• lives that would otherwise not have been accessible 
to teachers. The establishment of the students representative 
councils <SRCs> as a substitute for the prefectorial system is 
an impairment of the teachers• scope of domination. It is also 
a force with which students bargain for the "right of 
government" <Kallaway, 1984>. 
In some schools the SRCs have terminated a vertical top-down 
directive by demanding and attempting to democratize social 
relationships from below. This collective effort by students to 
flout authority is not difficult to imagine. The SRCs were 
careful not to emulate the prefects whose task was mainly to 
escalate the regulation on the freedom of students within 
schools and classrooms. They <SRCs> elevated themselves to a 
status acceptable to students by rallying them to get rid of 
the exploitative social relations. The consequence has been the 
students• seizure of control, therefore compelling teachers to 
reconsider their despotic pattern• of control and discipline 
<Molteno, 1983a, 1983b• 1987• Speak, 1986• Finnegan, 1987• 
Taunyana, 1986 quoted by Hofmeyr and Pavlich in Ashley and 
Mehl, 1987>. 
2.2.3 Shifts in th• roles of power holders 
Students hava often and expediently manipulated their unity to 
have decisions against them reversed and nullified. At Hofmeyr 
Secondary School, students boycotted classes in 1984 to secure 
the readmission of soma of their peers who ware denied 
enrolment on th• grounds that they were above age. It was soon 
after tha DET'• regional director had instructed th• haadmastar 
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that the students were readmitted <Bot, 1985>. This change of 
decision indicates the influence of the students• collective 
power on the State officials. As Finnegan <1987> says, "after 
the 1976 rebellion, power had shifted dramatically from the 
nominal authorities to the students, so much so that nothing 
happened in the township that was not approved by the students" 
<cf. Sebidi, 1987•7>. 
The power of students in influencing decision making within and 
without schools is indeed immense. Although they are not 
represented in the higher levels of decision making structures, 
they have actually become the 'leading activist force• to even 
prompt the Cric <1986) to say that "power in the schools no 
longer lies e~clusively with the DET•s Csicl, not with the 
government or the school principals." The success of the 
students in influencing decisions in their favour marks a stage 
where traditional elite, adult authority is not only questioned 
but it is also given direction. 
2.3 Theoretical axplanations of tha authority crisis 
Th•r• are various explanation• given for the crisis of black 
schooling which th• author postulates i• manifest via th• 
crisis of authority. Th• crisis is integral to the race and 
class struggle, and is shaped by the socio-economic, political 
and ideological hiatus between users and the State and between 
users themselves. - It is perpetuated by numerous factors, among 
which ara th• industrial input factor, the curriculum factor, 
material factor, the provocateur factor and political stress. 
2.3.1 Th• industrial input factor 
Th• crisis relating to the output the school prepares for the 
market place or the industry is two-fold• in terms of quantity 
and quality. Th• pressure that is placed on the school by the 
economy makes ·it imperative for tha school to supply th• 
industry with •scientifically and technically• ready products. 
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This leads to the conception that formal schooling ensures 
socio-economic security of users. This is true with only few 
school leavers being able to get jobs. Many school graduates 
and 'left-outs~ are never guaranteed job opportunities despite 
the marketable skills which they might possess. Sebidi <1987:8> 
points out that: 
The students, the youth felt this economic pinch 
in th~ .form of the escalating unemployment of 
the young black graduandi Csicl and drop-outs. 
cf. Kane-Berman, 1978:49. 
This facet of unemployment is crucial as it tells on the 
failure of the economy to accommodate the working class. It 
could lead the mass of the people into losing faith in the role 
of the •school and formal education. Unemployment and the 
schooling process could then be easily interpreted as 
mechanisms of the capitalist economic control at work to ensure 
the exploitation of scarce labour for maximum profits. These 
mechanisms are the necessary ingredients of the capitalist mode 
of production for sustaining support and cooperation for a 
stable reproduction of the status quo. It is perhaps for the 
same reason that Kallaway <1984:25) avers that the "schooling 
------crisis [isl the manpower crisis and a fundamental dimension of 
the political crisis." 
Since opposition to black schooling "amounts to a fundamental 
attack upon the severe limitations which an inferior education 
system imposes on their [users] job and life opportunities, and 
in the habit of passive acquiescence to hardship and authority 
which its content is designed to indoctrinate", it can be 
inferred that another aspect that sustains support and 
cooperation in the school vis-a-vis the industry is the social 
processes of the curriculum which emphasize moral values 
appropriate for the capitalist economy <Salb, 1978>. This 
implies that authority in the capitalist social structure is an 
interaction production modelled on dominance and subordination. 
Consequently, the power bloc in industry is certain to want the 
school to ensure that a similar interaction prevails bet~1een 
teachers and students <Star, 090987). This is not une~pected 
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because when one considers an "economistic ideology with its 
model of the teacher as agent of industrial progress", the 
school has to ensure continuity in the production of 
behavioural models to ba reflected in its output on entering 
the job market <Grace, 1978>. Also affirming tha dialectical 
relationship between tha school and tha industry is Bowles 
(1983> who says that "tha social relations of tha school would 
replicate the social relations of the workplace and thus help 
adapt to the social divisions of labour." Tha young people 
notion of 
politically 
authority as 'legitimate power• is therefore 
economistic and appropriate to a capitalist social 
structure. It~ is intended to grant some the privilege of 
domination whilst laying conditions for the subordination of 
others. 
Tha relationship between these two - the school and industry -
as State establishments impose on teachers the need to 
impersonate in one form or another managers in industry. They 
<teachers> are likely to do this when the quality of their 
relationship with students resembles a type of the 'haves• and 
'have nots• or master-slave interaction. This would amount to a 
translation of the industrial authority <power> into school 
authority, and analogically managerial power into teachers• 
authority which becomes in practice power. Authority 
translation is thus among other causes responsible for th• 
schooling crisis, particularly when one considers students 
grievances about teachers• authoritarianism and the 
indifference of school officials towards students• demands for 
school and classroom democracy. Industrial-type disputes, where 
soma users within schools employ assertive practices to defy 
authority in tha same way manual labour <workers> flout power 
in industry, also give evidence to this translation process. 
2.3.2 Th• curriculum f actar 
Grievances of soma users about the curriculum content, form and 
processes in the State black schools are not new. Whilst it can 
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be argued that the curriculum is similar for both black and 
white schooling with regard to political and social purposes, 
there is however, greater difference in the impact these have 
on black and white students and ultimately users. The 
curriculum so far favours the ruling classes and reflects 





Th.e c.ur-r·i-eul-um_c_on:t:_em_t.~esses values which are 
for· efficient, eff_ective apart_!>_~ic:i -~~-'!_capitalist 
which have secured the ruling classes. The intellectual - -- ~ -~ ~ - -- - ~ ~ - ~ -· .... . -
who had designed the curriculum are also likely to share 
similar ideals and perspectives with the ruling classes <cf. 
Peteni, 1981; Buckland, 1982; Cosatu, 1986>. 
Established forms and processes of the curriculum undoubtedly 
encourage the reproduction of the unequal social relations 
consonant with "racial capitalism"; that is, a system of 
hierarchical domination and capitalist relations of production 
where actors are accorded roles on the basis of race and class 
<Saul, 1986). It is understandable why the curriculum which is 
a cultural construct of the ruling classes is rejected by some 
users as weighted down by excessive garbage. As Beattie <SS, 
310886) puts it: 
The problems in education have come about 
precisely because the children have examined the 
content of their education. And their answer is 
that it doesn•t take them anywhere. 
The fact that teachers are functionally compelled to inculcate 
the predetermined curriculum into students has created problems 
of cooperation between and among themselves. 
2.3.3 Material factor 
Black schooling is an extraordinary experience as compared to 
white· schooling. Black students are subjected to the hardships 
'\.,.--
that ensue from overcrowdedness, inadequate educational , , 





ratio and dilapidated 
f'J;) 
Mboya, 1987). These 
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discrepancies in the prevailing schooling conditions between 
black and white are undoubtedly caused by the disparity in the 
State budget on segregated schooling. 




In the year 1985/86, per capita State 
approximately R290.00 per annum on black 
on white students it was R2160.00. In the year 
1986/87 the State per capita spending rose to R369.00 on black 
students and increased geometrically to R2508.00 on white 
students <SA Barometer, 100487; WM, 24-300688). Due to this 
., 
disparity there are shortages of teaching personnel, schools 
and classrooms which lead to overcrowding and subsequently the 
exclusion of some eligible students. An acute shortage of 
teaching personnel is reflected by the 1986 student-teacher 
ratio within the DET black secondary schools which was 31,5:1 
<WM, 24-300688). 
Exclusions of students have recently caused some controversy. 
These can be based on the chronological age of students and, as 
it is widely believed, also on the status of students as, 
ex-detainees. Concerning the former criterion the rationale is 
that the older the student is, s/he is likely to create 
disciplinary problems to the school officials. Whilst it is 
true that students will resist certain forms of 
discipline, there is however no educational justification for 
their exclusions based on this rationale <Kallaway, 1984; 
Hartshorne, 1985/86). Some users have argued that this form of 
exclusion is a mechanism of control by the State to weed out of 
schools politically conscientized students <Bot, 1985>. In so 
far as the latter criterion is concerned, it is believed that 
students with leadership qualities are removed from the school 
often under the pretext of 'emergency regulations'. Upon their 
release they are, however, barred entry into any State school 
<WM, 12-180288; Star, 290488; CP, 010588; NN, 22-280988; WIP, 
1988). This form of exclusion too is difficult to justify 
educationally and vindicates suspicions that the exclusions are 
mechanisms of political and ideological regulation. 
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2.3.4 The provocateur factor 
The provocateur factor refers to a theory which seeks to 
explain that the crisis within schools results from either an 










inspiration' or inside 
interested in a power 
very of ten used in the 
height of the crisis. It lays grounds for the removal either 
through transfers, detention, banning or expulsion of users who 
do not give in to the established order perceived as oppressive 
., 
and exploitative. The major purpose of the theory is to divert 
the attention of users from seeking to understand the 
fundamental sources of the crisis. 
Although it will be naive to ignore the possibility of 
incitement in the educational arena, it is however, one thing 
to presume its existence and another to identify and determine 
its magnitude. As Bot (1985:2> indicates: 
Earlier claims by the government and DET 
spqkesman that 'outsiders' have been responsible 
for pressurising or intimidating pupils to 
boycott schools 'for their own political ends' 
are clearly inadequate. These simplistic 
allegations cannot explain the involvement of 
extremely large numbers of pupils, especially 
during the second half of 1984. 
Depending on which side of the contest of authority a person 
is, it might be considered a 'political provocation' instead of 
an 'educational provocation' to conscientize students about the 
social processes of the curriculum which tend to solidify the 
status quo. 
encouragement 
Political provocation refers here to the 
to usurp legitimate authority whereas educational 
provocation refers to the skilling of persons to eradicate 
structural and cultural practices which obstruct the equalising 
of opportunities. This ambivalence can be attributed to the 
polarised nature of the South African society, and the 




analysis of the system is considered political 
the State whilst its political defence is 
encouraged. The failure to distinguish between the two types of 
provocations also leaves teachers unsure which one supplants 
the other when attempting to make certain that students 
understand the socio-economic, political and ideological intent 
of the educational policy and showing them <students> the 
'know-how• of acting either pro or retro that intent. 
So much so that Ashley <1986) says "pupils and teachers must be 
made critically aware of their oppressed conditions, Candl thia 
active drive . for awareness must characterise all educational 
activities Cand thatl teachers Cmustl see themselves as part 
Cthrough involvement] of the community of parents, workers and 
pupils, not as persons superior or apart", it is clear that 
'educational provocation• is indispensable and a relevant form 
of praMis. It is also doubtful whether where the legitimacy of 
the established order is itself crucial, the two types of 
provocation could occur distinctively (cf. Freire and Macedo, 
1997:39-39>. It is the uneasiness that ensues from attempts to 
demarcate between these 'provocations• that makes the functions 
of teachers remain controversial. Teachers• authority is often 
criticised negatively as a consequence of the timidity of 
teachers to engage in 'educational provocation• for fear of 
being unnecessarily labelled political provocateurs. 
2.3.~ Political stress 
Teachers often object to certain conditions in their workplace 
which make educational practice unbearable. One would eMpect 
them to complain about psychological stress emanating from 






but they hint more at political stress brought about 
interference in the terrain of teachers• autonomy. 
to the WM (17-231096) a teacher seriously considered 
teaching bacaus• "she has .seen her efforts at 
pupils for a future leadership role sabotaged by a 
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stubborn DET . . . the inspectors [whol have been blaming 
teachers for the deteriorating situation'" in the State black 
schools. 
The structures within which teachers work are closed to any 
opposing ideological views. This is a structural arrangement by 
the State in order to ensure that its bourgeois ideology is 
disseminated and elaborated very effectively. This could -------- - ~ 
explain teachers• devil-m~y-:c~re attitude and the subsequent 
- ~. - --- -- -~- -~ ------ ... ~ - . - ~ ~ - - - . ~ . - - - - ~ - -
failure of teachers to manage the revolution of conscience ------- -- --
currently sweeping State black schools <Bot, 1985>. Whilst this 
political stress reflects badly on the structures that have 
historically protected teachers, it also has bearing on the 
professional underpreparedness of most teachers. 
2.4 Conflict rasolutian 
There have been attempts to resolve the crisis in black 
schools. Approaches to such resolution vary according to the 
way agents perceive and contextualize the intricacies of the 
crisis within the frames of race and class. Soma approaches are 
aimed at transforming tha status quo whereas others are clearly 
geared towards the return of a superficial calmness in order to 
preserve the status quo. 
2.4.1 Progressive aducational agancy 
By progressive educational agency 
any educational innovation which 
<PEA> the author refers to 
is informed by the 
socio-political dynamics in the community and of which th• aim 
i• to formulate curriculum practices which are acceptable by 
the majority of th• peopl• in soci•ty. Recently users have 
embarked on a major •ducational campaign in an attempt to altar 
the present education system. This development which is born 
out of the ongoing crisis 
enlivened by the concept of 
education represents a new 
has ushered in a new mentality 
•people's education•. People's 
complex dimension of protest and 
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challenge in South African politics of education. According to 
Muller <1987> it "marks the shift of oppositional strategy in 
education from simple boycott to the construction of 
alternatives." It provides hope and inspiration for collective 
recovery of a community long defeated by State. An important 
historical event pertaining to this collective recovery is the 
commitment of users to democratize education. The emergence of 
the Nation•l Education Crisis Committee CNECC> in 1985 is 
evidence for this type of a search for alternatives. AS Zille 
(1987) puts it 
the whole raison,d~etre behind the formation of 
the NECC was to find a concerted, 
community-based means of ending the boycotts and 
replacing them with directed, organised action 
for fundamental transformation in education. 
A democratic move by the NECC, before its restriction, at both 
the structural and cultural levels was to seek legitimation 
from the mass of the people. This was a concerted effort to 
unify and consolidate the liberation struggle at the 
educational level and to ensure an intellectual response to the 
political crisis. This was necessary since the involvement of 
the people would ensure a constructive and solid response to 
the crisis and transform the NECC into a broad-based 
organisation. The NECC clearly perceived the kind of context 
and political forces with w~ich it was dealing and therefore 
sought to increase its bargaining power by gaining support from 
the victims of the system and those who seek to alter it. 
The return to school in 1986 after a long spell of class 
boycotts and a school stayaway was more an educational as well 
as a political statement of intent to resolve the crisis by 
students in support of the NECC. Thus the resumption of 
schooling marked a great achievement on the part of the NECC 
especially when vjewed in the light of the political undertones 





NECC subsequently demonstrated its 
guidelines for a progressive educational 
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agency. This <PEA> remains essential for the creation of 
conditions which will be conducive for the resolution of the 
conflict. These guidelines can be represented by three phases 
which have to be realized concurrently. The phases are: 
democratization of social relationships, conscien~ization of 
users and redirection of the control of schooling. 
2.4.1.1 Democratization of social relationships 
In the schools where interaction is usually based on domination 
and subordination, teachers~ authority would signify an 
imposition from above. Finnegan (1987>, pointing out that this 
is likely to be defended at all costs, writes about some 
teachers who "stalked the school grounds with canes in hand, 
daring anyone to dispute their regained authority." The 
democratization of relationships should radically depart from 






cooperation and negotiation between users. This 
of dialogue should form part of the strategies by users 
the reproduction of unequal social relations. According 





the relationship" between 
significance of democratic 
interaction which is necessary 
non-dialogical or irreciprocal 
interaction and rote discourse 
critical thinking. Above all 







the search for meaning which in 
a natural part of the 
inquisitiveness of students becomes disastrous the moment it is 
repressed. 
A step towards school democracy is noticeable in the 
establishment of the SRCs and the parents-teachers-students 
associations <PTSAs>. These being democratically constituted 
bodies and legitimate representatives of users, are a major 
breakthrough in the bureaucratic arrangement of the education 
system at the school level <SN, 1984>. This democratic process 
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will undoubtedly reduce the gap in representativeness in 
decision making that exists between users. It is also likely 
to alleviate antagonism which usually characterises social 
relationships between classes not equal in status <Freire, 
1971; Gramsci, 1971). 
2.4.1.2 Conscientization of users 
Conscientization refers to the development in users of critical 
understanding of society and an awareness of their capability 
to change society. Conscientization is thus considered a sine 
qua non of users' commitment to the active and collective 
involvement in political action which is necessary for the 
transformation of the status quo. Conscientization plays a 
vital role as a form of political mobilisation whereby users 
are not only engaged in the critique of various bodies of 
knowledge shaping their activities but also accumulate the 






battlefield is the social processes of the 
'people's education' would certainly counter State 
and ideological conscientization with the aim of 
class, critical or 'revolutionary' consciousness for 





becomes a relevant, affirmative action 
of proper leadership and it is 
indispensable for direction and reflection in redressing the 
conflict. It is also central to any progressive educational 
agency where social actors seek to clarify educational problems 
through insistence on a process which Aronowitz and Girqux 
(1985:36> refer to as making the "pedagogical more political 
and the political more pedagogical" Ccf. Star, 130288). 
2.4.1.3 Redirection of the control o,f schooling 
When the State took over education from provincial control, 
feelings of discontent among users increased. This was because 
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the takeover meant an educational policy and system based on 





of respect for 
1975). It meant a new direction and ideology, 
a new authority, all of which reflecting lack 
human dignity. The education system was turned 
into a State~s private 
time to time to attain 
Giddens, 19~0:131>. 
enterprise which is manipulated from 
the ends of the ruling classes (cf. 
The quest of users to redirect the control of schooling in 
essence implies reconstructing the content of education (i.e., 
its ideology and direction>, greater involvement in all 
decision making levels and entitling the community to determine 
the ideal nature of the education system in such a way that it 
might not be manipulated through coercion to sustain cohesion 
of the social formation. This quest stems out of the 
realization that the ruling classes benefit substantially at 
the expense of the subordinate classes from the work that the 
school does in the reproduction of unequal social relations and 
in the maintenance of support for the capitalist mode of 
production. 
These phases of PEA have short and long term goals. Their short 
term objective is to set up within schools conditions which are 
conducive for better pedagogic habits. By reconstructing the 
social relationships which have been destroyed by the crisis, 
the agency uplifts users and tones up their commitment so much 
so that they are saved from educational dysfunction <Star, 
291286). With respect to their long term aim users are given 
hope for the future. This is important since it will make users 
consolidate their involvement in progressive political action 
<Muller, 1987). 
2.4.2 The job market shift 
The job market shift indicates a process whereby the focus on 
the crisis is diverted from political causes to the •purely~ 
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soc:ial and economic. It represents a reactive response to the 
crisis and it is probably influenced by a perception of the 
conflict. as emanating from users~ lac:k and denial of 
socio-economic benefits. Consequently, the obvious and initial 
capitalist move towards responding to the c:onflic:t will be to 
maximize the welfare of some users. In the educational arena 
the State increases the salaries of teachers and put more money 
into general expenditure on schooling resources. Besides salary 
increments, soc:io-ec:onomic incentives might include financial 
assistance for medical aid schemes, pension rights and housing 
subsidies. This approach represents a thoughtful form of 
co-optation, that is, a process where the State pulls teachers 
into the <petty> bourgeoisie fold. Since it improves the lot of 
some users, co-optation might, at fac:e value, appear 
appropriate. However, it is not an essential political reward 
in education but an intensification of management control and a 
strategy to •quieten~ teachers to minimize assertiveness <SS, 
310886). The State, thus, manipulates its economic resources to 
prevent the muc:h feared collective power of users. 
General expenditure on education is necessary but it should be 
more transformative of the conflict rather than reformative. 
The political purpose of the reformative general expenditure is 
to create among users the impression that not only the current 
functions of the school and teachers are significant but that 
the education system per se is relevant and only needs to be 
improved. It is an attempt to distort the root causes of the 
crisis as though they were only of an economic: nature rather 
than also embedded in the political and ideological formation 
of the race and social class system. It is for this reason that 
Hartshorne <1985/86:23) says: 
solutions to the education crisis are not to be 
found by merely throwing more money at the problem 
without any reconsideration of the basic policies 
and ideologies on which the system of s.chooling 
rests. There has to be full recognition of the 
political nature of education, and of the way it 
has been used in South Afric:a as an instrument of 
government polic:y and control, to reinforce the 
ideology of apartheid. 
cf. Star, 030887:8 
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teachers are engaged in spying on the activities of students. 
According to Finnegan (1987> "soldier-teachers were required to 
fill in a form each week with the local authorities giving the 
names of any students who seemed to harbour politically 
subversive ideas". This practice is undoubtedly outside the 
scope of the functions of the professional teacher. It is 
educationally retrogressive and 
active part}cipation of students 
necessary for the unfolding of 
very likely to hamper the 
in the classroom which is 
their critical thinking. The 
only reasonable assessment of such appointments is that they 
appear politically motivated instead of educationally intended. 
Recently NE USA <South, 2910-041187) condemned similar 
appointments as "high-handed" and saw them as a "control 
measure". Although the assignments might be made with good 
intentions, the roles of the assignees within schools prove the 
contrary <cf. Murray, 1987:201). 
The RSA is manifest in the schools through a repressive 
physical act (as in above>, a repressive psychological act and 
a repressive legal act. The RSA acts repressively and 
psychologically when, for example, the State affirms its 
domination over users by curtailing all channels of 
communication and negotiation. A notable case is the dismissal 
by the DET of consultation with the NECC on the grounds that 
the NECC is not a "'legally recognised representative body~ ••• 
has no locus standi to negotiate" <Zille, 1987). All the State 
wants to achieve is to secure for itself a political space by 
implanting into the psyche of users the fear that the NECC is 
illegitimate and it is not worth bothering about. This will 
over a period of time, in the absence of a political force to 
challenge the State, make users change their hardened attitudes 
towards the State and consequently legitimize it. This reflects 
the · intransigence and shortsightedness of the State concerning 
the situation in black schools. As Auerbach <Zille, 1987:7) 
puts it: 
The government has absolutely no idea of the 
dimension of the crisis, and still less of the 
political dynamics within the townships. 
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Otherwise it would have seen the emergence of 
the NECC as the most positive development in the 
recent education history and the only hope of 
negotiating a resolution of the on-going crisis. 
A repressive legal 
users are detained, 
entry into and use 
act refers to the role of the RSA where 
driven into underground asylum, barred 
of school facilities and whera various 
stringent school regulations are enacted under 'tha State of 
Emergency <SOE>. 147 teachers employed by the DET including the 
Secretary-General of the African Teachers Association of South 
Africa <ATASA> were detained in the first twelve months of the 
SOE <Hartshorne,' 1988; cf. Star, 030887; NN, 11-070888>>. By 
legalising repression, the State broadens and intensifies its 
scope of domination over and political interference with the 
authority of the teacher. This interference is also reflected 
in the emergency regulations which "empower departmental 
officials to bar pupils from registering at schools, without a 
need to supply reasons or hear appeals ••• to place pupils in 
any standard or class ••• regulate pupils from partaking Csicl 
in activities on school premises unless they are supervised or 
have a direct bearing on tuition ••• prohibit pupils from being 
•outside tha boundaries of premises normally used for human 
habitation• during school hours ••• Bar others from being on 
school premises" <Saps, 1986• 1987>. 
is on tha ona hand a political activity by the State 
freedom of speech, movement and association and on 
Repression 
to suppress 
the other to diminish the social space for non-State 
innovation. Users are thus left with little opportunity and 
hope of any recognition at decision making levels and of any 
progressive innovations. Repressive acts are also a 
pronouncement and an acknowledgment by the State that the 
crisis is beyond its control. This lack of progressive 
solutions within repressive acts is best captured by Sebidi 
<Hartshorne, 1986b:67-68) in the following 1 
However instant political coups d'etat may be, 
they cannot bring about instant radical 
education changes ••• thara are no educational 
coups d'etat. 
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If repression represents an attempt at resolving the conflict, 
it is probably that which is geared to maintaining the status 
quo. What might seem inevitable in this c6ntext is a 'military 
capitalist control~ <i.e., statism> which is itself an 
expansion of repression where the RSA is considered to be the 
panacea for all crises, including non-State initiatives. 
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3. PHILOSOPHICAL PERSPECTIVES ON THE SCOPE OF TEACHERS' 
AUTHORITY 
3.1 Aetiology 
The concept of teachers' authority has acquired various 
connotations in the evolution of schooling in South Africa. 
This can be attributed to the prevailing race and class 
conflict, the direction and intensity of which is influenced by 
socio-economic, political and ideological differences which 
have in most instances been internalised and therefore appear 
natural. Some such differences which inform the analysis of 




functions of the 
of the political as well as 
schooling policy. It is, 
therefore, appropriate to take as a point of departure the view 
by Lauwerys <Auerbach, 1981:3) that: 
Wherever there exist in society any profound 
divisions of whatever nature, these divisions 
will be reflected in the educational system 
established when you have great class or 
racial or religious differences existing in a 
country, you find education systems which 
reflect these differences. 
The South African schooling system and policy are based on 
apartheid ideology which legitimizes race and class divi~ion. 
They are much influenced by Christian National Education <CNE> 
which is modelled along lines of Calvinist religion which 
emphasizes that any social order is God-given and that social 







rigid and racially capitalistic 
O'Meara, 1983; Enslin, 1984; 
Hartshorne, 1986a). Teachers' authority which is embedded in 
this system will tend to prefer continuity of the conservative 
rigidity and class or racial hierarchy of the system. This form 
of authority will be referred to here as 'creator authority'. 
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Schooling under apartheid education is certain to influence 
some teachers, as we~\ as all schoolgoers, within State schools 
to ;ubscribe to creator authority. This is possible due to the 
ex~osure and the power of ideological conscientization under 
pre-tertiary and tertiary forms of education that are inclined 
to reproduce the GSO. However, not all teachers will 
automatically reproduce creator authority. Some, depending on 
the influence of their socio-economic, politicar backgrounds, 
social awareness and exposure to forms of education that are 
destined to discredit the GSO, are likely to resist. 





various perspectives are assessed. 
is traced within three educational 
ideologies viz.,"conservatism and liberalism" <Grace, 1978; 
Degenaar,1983; Leatt et al., 1986) and "reconstructionism" 
<Ashley, n.d.>. The scope of interpretation and analysis in 





as wel 1 
the core of the race and class contest at the 
as the political levels of the South African 





ideas employed to 
matter where or 
fundamental challenge to its 
defines conservatism as "that 
justify any established social 
when it exists, against any 
nature of being, no matter from 
what quarter." The raison d'etre of conservatism is that in 
order for the status quo to be effective and stable, 
subordinate classes ought to cooperate with the dominant 
classes. It requires that persons in the low social standing 
should show loyalty to those in the high social standing who 
are often the elites arrogating to themselves social and 
political roles of leadership. 
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Whilst this is true of any group of people, conservatism is 
often perceived as an 1deological perspective and practice of 
the right. This applies in particular to the South African 
situation where differences in terms of race, ethnicity, 
religion and language which embrace norms and traditions are 
affirmed and preserved as part of God•s creation by the right. 
The differences are perceived as essential for the continuity 
and stability of cultural and political identities as well as 
•group rights•. The dictum that "parts are subordinate to and 





defence and justification of unequal social 
a given social formation <Hagopian, 1985). 
and class divisions are seen as natural and 
indispensable. The idea of the •volk•, for example, is born out 
of such understanding co•Meara, 1983; Leatt et al., 1986). It 
is not surprising that conservatism stresses social 
inequalities as part of human nature. These are seen to be 
necessary to contribute to the welfare and freedom of a class. 
Attempts to transform the 'imperfect• social order are opposed 
because they are considered a violation of natural laws and, 
therefore, an exercise to disrupt human nature <Degenaar, 
1983). 
At the political discrepancies are based on race or 
are determined by the possession and 
power, wealth and private ownership of 
differences between the rich and poor as are 
level, 
which class hierarchies 
accumulation of 
resources. The 
those between ruling classes and subordinate classes are likely 
to be understood as inevitable consequences of nature or the 
order of the supreme being. At a cultural level, for instance 
in education and schools, the responsibility of transmitting 
cultural and traditional norms and values will presumably be 
assigned to the elites. Within the cultural tradition are 
implanted basic forms of educational knowledge which are 
regarded as 'objective• and only to be discovered by students 
or youth when they submit to the practices and orders of those 
superior to them <Gunter, 1974; Beard and Morrow, 1981>. 
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The crisis of authority is then attributed to activities of 
persons attempting to change the established social order. 
Consequently, conservatism would make one believe that 
solutions to the crisis could only be found if such activities 
are curtailed, suppressed and persons behind them get 
'disciplined~ to stop them from disturbing or undermining the 
given social formation. 
3.2.1 Fcirms and sources of teachers• authority 
3.2.1.1 'Traditional• or •cultural• authority 
Convenient to the above framework, authority is vested in the 
cultural tradi.tions of the ruling classes who are often the 
elites and mostly elders. It arises out of an endowment by this 
group whereby parents of the students entrust their 
conventional home authority to the teachers whose duties are to 
ensure that student espouse those cultural traditions. Its 
legitimation is rooted in long-time standing customs, culture 
and an "habitual ori~ntation to conform" <Bocock, 1986>. It 
rests on the. belief that the established mores and the 
structural arrangements are right and ought to be accepted as 
part of human nature. As Hagopian <1985> says, "authority 
develops upon a person because he or she occupies a role that ~rt), 
is part of an organic social whole that is presumed to be just 
and legitimate." 
The· patriarchal status of teachers is also the determining 
factor for them to possess traditional or cultural authority. 
It is usually related to their social positions which are based 
on chronological age, parenthood, sex and some rituals in 
society. The roles of teachers in loco parentis have a direct 
bearing on this. Teachers act authoritatively when they do as 
the parents of the students want them to do, especially in 
matters of discipline. This form of authority is taken for 
granted for as long as the norms and values of the dominant 
group/s are intact. Shipman (1968:123> says: 
the older the school the more likely are the 
cultural traditions ••• to remain as a force. If 
they do, teachers can be secure because their 
authority is not questioned. 
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The strength of the traditional or cultural authority depends 
on the static nature of the dominant groups. Adherence to the 
cultural tr~di ti o~~- _by th~- _sL~~-~n~_!:e _ c:l as_~es __ i s __ consi der:_ed_a \\} ~_..., 
condition for c;>bser:__v.ing_.author_ity. This is necessary to ensure 
- . ~ 
loyalty to the superiors. This is made possible by some form of 
an evangelical ideology or 'biblical fundamentalism~ whic:h 
purports 
God. The 
that established forms of authority are sanctified by 
sac: red obligations are manifest in deistic authority 
the assumption that authority is delegated to 







that the teacher has "vocation and task via the parents from 
God, to whom he is responsible for all his educational and 
teaching work and from whom he holds his mandate including the 
infliction of punishment" Cc:f. Gluckman, 1981:108>. As a result 
it would appear immoral and unacceptable to challenge unequal 
relations and the directives of those in hierarc:hic:al high 
positions. 
The sanctity of the traditional, cultural or deistic: authority 
and immemorial mores represents then a religious deification of 
the conservatives. Legitimation of teachers~ authority becomes 
a compliance with the cultural-traditions of the ruling classes 
since that is the source of the delegation of authority. 
Degenaar (1983:5) points out: 
morality is understood in terms of prudence: it 
is prudent to ac:c:ept the structure of society as 
developed over time for it is the product not of 
one man but of many, not of theoretical reason 
but of prac:tic:al reason, not of vision but of 
pragmatic: compromise. 
Reific:ation 
i nevi table. 
of social inequalities is, hence, considered 
3.2.2 Patterns of teachersP authority. 
A prevalent opinion among conservative teachers is that there 
exists an objective body of educational knowledge; that 
authority has been delegated to them by their superiors and 
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that they are automatically entitled •to exercise it over 
students who must comply. Since the educational knowledge is 
made up of values and norms of the past culture <which to a 
large extent shapes the present culture> of the ruling classes, 
the methods utilized to transmit the educational knowledge 
i .. e., bourgeois ideology, are likely to be orthodox in style. 
Such methods are not arbitrary because teachers• authority must 
accordingly' conserve the past cultural inheritance and sustain 
the established social order <Grace, 1978>. 
Teachers will assume greater control (following their adult 
authority> in curriculum transactions including exclusive 
planning and teaching of lessons. Participation of students in 
the lesson will significantly be realized when they receive and 
absorb the subject matter as given <Boocock, 1980>. Since the 
curriculum is orientated towards the past, the students will be 
conditioned to adhere. If this seem to be indoctrination, it is 
precisely so because it is indispensable to conservatism. 
Students are conceived as being too ill-informed to be able to 
suggest anything relevant to update the curriculum. They are in 
the popular concept of Gunter (1974> "non-adults" i.e., too 
immature to know anything intelligent. 
Alternative forms of education are perceived as misguided and 
so much more a threat to the past cultural inheritance because 
of their focus on the future. It is believed in the 
conservative lobby that the school is there only to train the 
~ental capacities of students and that the past traditions must 
be assimilated. Any effort to democratize the social processes 
of the curriculum is seen as a weakening of the systematic 
teaching order and 
abuse. The fear of 
as opening up authority relationships to 
alternatives is rooted in the belief that 
what is cexpressive• are those conventional techniques of 




those which have always succeeded in maintaining the status 
As Hagopian <1985> points out, conservatives accept change 
when it is orientated towards "growth and renovation" 
rather than "construction and innovation". 
~ ,,-
-...... ( . .r-
_,,. 
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The major tasks of teachers are to ensure the smooth success of 
the students and to ease their adaptation and adherence to the 
social structure. Conformism is the ideal and is easily 
achieved because the social processes of the curriculum focus 
on the "advancement of learning not socialization, community 
regeneration or political consciousness" <Grace, 1978>. 
Moreover, learning implies perpetuation and consolidation of 
biased educational content and attitudes found Ln the 
predetermined curriculum. Since it is believed that structural 
hierarchies are blessed by God, teachers are likely to defend 
them philosophically. 
Good discipline would imply acceptance and conformism b~ hJ') 
students to ~~!.__di-.!:_~=t i ves of teachers. It wi 11 signify 1 oyal ty 
to those occupying high positions in the hierarchy of the 
school. Discipline between teachers and students will be 
impersonal since the model of control is autocratic, that is, 
where standards of individual conduct are imposed <Schonfeld, 
1976). It would derive from the "system of controls in the 
total social system" which is authoritarian and repressive 
CSwi ft, 1972>. 
3.3 •Liberalism• and authority 
Liberalism perceives education as the unfolding of the 
individual's ability and the potential to function as a free 
being. 'An essential education task would accordingly be to 
motivate the individual to create conditions where equality and 
individual autonomy could be experienced. It is believed that 
authority rests within individuals who have the right of 
control over all the resources privately associated with them. 
Liberalism would thus emphasize that individuals should 
maximize their welfare by utilizing their intellectual 
rationality to accumulate resources in order to attain 
individual success and independence <Hogan, 1979). 
Liberalism would identify the crisis as the result of 
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structural inefficiency and maladministration. The solution to 
the crisis might be perceived to come through the alteration of 
structural, hierarchical, behavioural patterns and attitudes in 
such a way that freedom is facilitated. Hirst and Peters 
<1970:115> point out that "authority ••• is necessary in order 
that freedom shall be a reality as well as people's basic 
interests shall be safe-guarded". It appears that should 
individuals assert their intellectual rationality and freedom, 
and affirm their personal autonomy within the established 
social structure, they could facilitate social justice. 
Liberalism purports rightfully that the purpose of structures 
is not to suppress the roles of individuals such that 
individuals become mere servants of power. However, to believe 
that structures have the potential to suppress autonomy but 
then argue for a change from within is to envisage some form of 
conformism. According to Hirst and Peters <1970>, authority 
functions effectively when individuals. obey , pay recognition 
to the rules and submit to a system in which what is "correct 
and true" is settled by an appeal to another person who has the 
right to enforce rules. It is for this reason that Grace <1978) 
says that the operational needs of liberals thrive within the 
established order. 
Leatt et al. <1986) point out that "liberals attack the racial 
arrangements of the South African system but not necessarily 
its capitalistic presuppositions purport to fight for the 
freedom of individuals, but having achieved a measure of 
freedom they become conservative supporters of the status quo" 
<cf.Giddens, 1980:285). Liberals are thus caught up in the 
dilemma where they do not approve of the structural 
inequalities but appreciate their privileges. They identify the 
crisis as the product of structural dysfunction but take for 
granted the way structures originated and are composed • Hence 
according to Grace <1978>, when liberals talk about change they 
imply ""social change in a piecemeal fashion, within the 
existing framework of social institutions'." The liberals' 
rationale of social change is that a revolution of individual 
attitudes and behaviour can bring about social revolution. 
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3.3.1 Forms and sources of teachers• authority 
3.3.1.1 ~Professional• authority 
Professional authority comes about through the individual's 
capability to utilize appropriately her/his intellectual 
rationaliti. The acquisition of intellectual knowledge depends 
on the success of the individual and ability to compete for 
academic credentials. This suggests that professional authority 
is the product of formal educational training enriching the 
individual with certificated experience and intellectual 
theoretical expertise. Its base is the efficient and effective 
utilization of mental labour i.e., intelligence <Shipman, 1968; 
Moore and Lawton, 1978; Aronowitz and Giroux, 1985). 
Academic credentials within bureaucratic social establishments 
are not only a confirmation of the authority of the individual 
but are also a passport to official positions in the 
bureaucracy/hierarchy. Social upward mobility is part of the 
individual's own betterment into the stratum of the <petty> 
bourgeoisie. This 
create conditions 
is regarded by 
for personal 
liberals as necessary to 
independence, freedom and 
therefore, is represented by 





labour. Similarly, students 
are believed to do so as 
who submit to teachers' authority 




conformism is accordingly conditioned by their 
the significance of professional competence of 






the acceptance of the structural hierarchical 
which are made possible by reification of different 
educational attainment as though they were natural. 
is resorted to by particular classes as an integral 
ideology for protecting their social status and 
interests in the given social formation. 
The professional authority of the teachers is not just realized 
through expert impartation of the educational knowledge, but it 
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also depends on the success of teachers in bringing about 
changes in the curriculum through their professional autonomy. 
But, professional autonomy is conditioned by the ethics of the 
profession. Recognition of the ethics or tha coda of tha 
occupation is considered part of the responsibility of the 








so that the work of one teacher does not 
the others. Whilst this appears to be a 
authority of the teacher in the sense that 
individual teacher is never real until many of the 
others enjoy some measure of freedom, it however, broadens the 
scope of accountability of the individual teacher towards 
her/his professional colleagues. 
3.3.1.2 •Rational-laga1• authority 
Although bureaucratic official positions are themselves 
conditioning and determining the role of individual teachers, 
they are likely to be seen as necessary for the affirmation of 
the authority of the teacher. Believing also that official 
positions have been rightfully competed for and achieved, the 
taAchar will conceive the rules which are consonant with the 
bureaucracy as rational and indispensable. Consequently, 
teachers will believe that failing to enforce such rules is 
tantamount to failing to eMercisa authority. 
Tha rules that are vested in the official positions in the 
supplemented by means of legal backing school 
such as 
hierarchy are 
the Education Policy Act. This is also likely to 
condition the code of the teaching profession. Whereas 
professional ethics eMpanded the accountability of tha teacher 
to her/his colleagues, the Education Policy Act extends and 
constrains that accountability towards the ruling bloc that 
designed the Act. This is made clear by De Wat <1996> who says 
that teachers• authority rests "in his knowledge, his training 
and appointment by the Department CDETJ, whose representative 
ha remains at all times". When liberalism emphasizes an 
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exercise of the autonomy of the individual which presupposes 
the freedom to choose. and set conditions for the scope and 
accountability with 
practice, it exposes 
constraints of the 
regard to curriculum and professional 
the tension which is brought about by 
Education Policy Act. Insistence on 
professional autonomy and/or authority represents, therefore, 
the teachers• desire for greater independence in educational 
transactions. This contradicts the rational-legal authority 
which encourages collaboration with the State. Since teachers 
are contracted to the State, it is clear that the 
rational-legal authority will override professional authority. 
This is crucial because it marks a point at which the teacher 
is compelled to sacrifice her/his beliefs, ideas and values in 
order to perpetuate those social processes of the curriculum 
which s/he might otherwise want reformed. Perhaps Peters <1959> 
perceived this liberal ambiguity and as a result purported 
authority to be a form of "rights which derive from personal 
achievements and history in a specific sphere ••• a word that 
is reserved for a type of conformity that is confined to men. 11 
3.3.2 The basic tenets of teachers• authority in the 
liberal tradition 
Since liberalism identifies the sources of the conflict as 
structural dysfunction, maladministration, underachievement and 
authoritarian relationships, it should be expected that the 
liberal teacher will engage in educational activities that are 
aimed at eradicating these conditions. One appropriate step is 
for the liberal teacher to refrain from acting as the 
repository of knowledge whose duty it is to hand out to the 
students in the classroom the knowledge and skill which they 
lack. This is possible because the liberal teacher eschews 
indoctrination. Hence the pursuit of truth is the central theme 
in the liberal education for social justice. According to 
Downey and Kelly <1975:108>: 
some justification for the exercise of authority 
by teachers may be found, therefore, in an 
appeal to this connection [education and truth] 
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and a demonstration that in particular cases 
authority is being exercised in the cause of 
promoting truth, by insisting that children 
explore all sides of an argument before reaching 
an opinion, rather than adhering to a prejudice 
acquired from parents or elsewhere. 
cf. Anderson, 1968:8; Hirst and Peters, 1970:117 
This is congruent with the belief that students are not tabula 
rasa and could have their creative thinking developed to the 
fullest by_ creating conducive conditions in the classroom for 
them to participate actively. The task of the teacher is not to 
"impose his own judgment but to inform and discipline that of 
his pupils" <Gaforth, 1979). The duties of the teacher are 
mainly concerned with the unravelling of forms of educational 
knowledge which are hidden within the domain of the interests 
of certain classes in order to enable students to acquire sound 
understanding. 
The participation of students in the classroom is democratic 
only in so far as it is the result of volitional compliance, 
cooperation and acquiescence in the teachers• mastery of forms 
of thought and judgment rather than an imposed domination. 
According to Gaforth (1979>, teachers "cultivate in students 
the skills required for moral judgment - such skills ••• as the 
capacity to seek out relevant facts and the ability to reason 
from them, an awareness 
conclusions". 
of the fallibility of one•s 




curriculum fall within the 
It is within this area of 
education where· professional autonomy is considered necessary. 
Although professional 
impossibility• under 




seems the • 1 anguage of 
education system, it is 
condition for the success of 
the educative· nature of the classroom activities. It is 
perceived as the potential for innovation. The need for 
professional autonomy is basically to set a climate where there 
could be active and reciprocal participation in the classroom. 
The participation of students is regarded as part of the 
developmental process towards maturation <Apple, 1982>. 
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Control is percei~ed as an appeal to reason and in no way 
different from the students acceptance of teachers' authority 
based on the intellectual expertise of the teachers. Peters 
<1981> stresses that control is different from laissez-faire in 
the sense that the teacher is always alert to "bring the child 
to see the necessity for a course of action before he could be 
expected to embark on it". 
It is accordingly realised in consensual forms of curriculum 
transactions and has bearing on the"subjective definition and 
the relationship between those who give orders and those who 
follow them" <King,1983; cf. Smith, 1975>. The liberal approach 
to control thus emphasizes the development of positive 
attitudes between teachers and students. As Grace (1978:75) 
puts it: "Pastoral care represents an epitome of liberal 
concern for efficiency with humanity." 
3.4 ~Reconstructionism• and authority 
This section is an ideal type analysis of the implications of 
reconstructionism 
integral to the 
on teachers' authority as a contested process 
race and class struggle. Reconstructionism 
which draws from radicalism and marxism refers to a perspective 
in which alternatives to some social problems are put forward 
as a model for future solutions Ccf. Shor and Freire, 
1987:185). This takes many forms in South Africa due to the 
diversity of political cultures informing the struggle for 
post-colonial transformation. Some forces of reconstructionism 
perceive apartheid as the major source of the crisis whilst 
others focus on racial capitalism as the core of the conflict. 
The forces remain in solidarity with each other in so far as 
they· regard the established social order the GSO as 
illegitimate, unjust and authoritarian <cf. Ashley, n.d.>. 
The raison d'etre of reconstructionism is guided by the 
critique of the South African society as characterised by 
oppression, exploitation and domination of the working class by 
the <petty> bourgeoisie. This critique emphasizes that: 
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what is being provided for working class 
children is schooling rather than education• 
that the process of schooling is oppressive and 
manipulative in character I that this 
manipulative process is being carried on in 
institutions which are dominating in their 
bureaucracy, authoritarianism and hierarchy; 
that the total effect of tha schooling process 
is to control, to domesticate Csee page 16J, to 
make passive and exploitableS that in tha 
schooling process the person is regarded as an 
'object• rather than as a creatively conscious 
'subject•. 
Grace, 1978:88 
The reconstructionists perceive the wrongness of the schooling 
process as lying in the inability of the school to transform 
society. The school is seen to be conservative and capitalist 
orientated. The crisis is seen as that of the direction taken 
by the role of social agents and the way the established order 
has originated 
accordingly ba 
and its structure composed. The solution will 
an alteration of the established social order 
through empowerment 
established systems 
of classes which have been cast off by th• 
of apartheid and capitalism. The point of 
departure ·is that control of education has been 
misappropriated, that it should ba under the control of tha 
mass of the people rather than the State. Emphasis will be 
placed on the collective and active participation of users at 
all levels of decision making. It is believed that empowerment 
in this way would gradually eradicate hierarchically 
systematised styles of domination and subordination <Apple, 
1982; Youngman, 1986>. 
Opposition or resistance to the governance of the power elites 
is likely to be encouraged and to be found as indispensable in 
the discourse of transformative education. Emphasis will be on 
the democratic participation involving organised social actors 
as representatives of others who join in solidarity and united 
action. Authority is likely to be conceived as vested neither 
with the inheritance of the past cultural traditions of 
dominant classes, individuals nor their official positions but 
with the progressive educational agency. As Molobi in Mluleki 
and Molobi <1987•7> says• 
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the DET chooses a few obscure intellectuals and 
bureaucrats who sit down to design and impose 
their plans about education. Our position 
rejects this: planning and decision making must 
be opened up to all. This is anathema for 
bureaucrats, individuals, and elitists who have 
known no other form of work than their own. 
Authority,·· thus~ reflects a pragmatic quality resting within 
human activity praxis. It is realised when users commit 
themselves .to political action which is aimed at transforming 
the very bases that render them powerless. It derives its 
social base from the political commitment of social agents. As 
Sisulu <1986) puts it: 
people's power, unlike exercise of power by 
individuals, tends to be disciplined 
develops the confidence of our people to 
exercise control over their own lives and has 
the capacity to achieve practical improvements 
in our everyday lives. 
3.4.1 Forms and sources of teachers' authority 
3.4.1.1 "Emancipatory' authority 
The force of progressive social processes of the curriculum 
will be to hamper reification of role and structural 
inequalities which render the mass of the people powerless. The 
perception that the established order is a systematic plan to 
ensure perpetual oppression, accumulation of more power and the 
domination of the ruling classes is only necessary to activate 
users to involve themselves in political action. According to 
Azapo <n.d.:13): 
what is clear in the educational system of the 
country is that it needs to be supplanted rather 
than amended or perpetuated. The preoccupation 
of all parties concerned with education should 
be to identify the defects of society and devise 
means to rectify them. 
By inference, teachers• authority would refer to involvement in 
the process of 'educational provocation• where "students learn 
to encounter and engage social differences and diverse points 
·of views", where teachers substitute the social processes of 
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the curriculum which stress "disciplinary control and one-sided 
character formation" with strategies that provide students with 
an opportunity to "engage in critical analysis and to make 
choices regarding what interests and knowledge claims are most 
desirable and morally appropriate for living in a just and 
democratic ~tate'' <Giroux and McLaren, 1986). 
Emancipatory authority stresses those social processes of the 
curriculum which generate class consciousness to enable users 
to rid themselves of the false consciousness <i.e., naive 
consciousness that fails to negate the ideology of the power 
elites> derived from bourgeois ideology which is manifest 
through the p~edetermined curriculum. The debate for an 
alternative curriculum within the reconstructionists lobby can 
be seen as reflecting the desire for new forms of educational 
knowledge and systems of evaluation. A relevant curriculum will 
be one whose content emphasizes another culture to eradicate 
the bias of 
over to the 
bearers of 
the ruling classes. This implies winning teachers• 
side of the working class since they are "the 
critical knowledge, rules and values through which 
they consciously articulate and problematise their relationship 
to each other, to students, to subject matter, and to the wider 
community" <Giroux and McLaren, 1986; cf. Gramsci,1971; Sarup, 
1983; Youngman, 1986). 
This form of authority is likely to reduce the intellectual and 
political hiatus between teachers and other users, in 
particular, students. It demands that teachers should interact 
with other users with a clear understanding of the suffering 
that permeates the lives of those who have been subdued by the 
ruling classes. Cooperation and solidarity are emphasized. 
Emancipatory authority offers a unique form of identification. 
It is itself a base for class alliances, more through practical 





willingly submit themselves to certain good influences." 
perhaps for the same reason that Alexander <1985> and 
<1986) urge teachers to leave students to submit to 
'voluntary democratic discipline•. 
3.S Teachers• authority and th• development of consciousness 
Teachers• authority is integral to any system of education. 
When the system of education is designed either to domesticate, 
to civilize for the capitalist economy or to emancipate, it 
will have as its form of authority one consonant to such 
processes. Similarly, a racialist and class structure will hava 
----------------~ -- ----
teachers• authority that reproduces the contradictions and the ___ _...~------- --- -- -- -- - '_...,.._,,,,._ ..... _.--.:_-~--- --·-""---
conflict inherent to that sy~~e.!". As Popkewitz<198712) points 
out in the following, the mode of production of material life 
conditions teachers• authority. 
We live in a society in which there are 
differences in social class, gender, race, 
ethnicity and religion. In significant ways, 
methods of teaching, theories of instruction 
and practices of student teaching are part of 
a discourse that responds to tensions and 
power arrangements underlying these two 
dynamics C'professionalization of knowledge 
and cultural/social formation'] of our social 
conditions. ~ 
Teachers• authority 
that is, "beliefs, 
and fragmentation, 
thus generates a particular consciousness, 
values, self-concepts, types of soli~arity 
as well as modes of personal behaviour and 
development "within classroomsJ and in turn the consciousness 
sets the framework for the types of processes which teachers 
and/or students adopt in their education•l transactions <Bowl•• 
and Gintis, 1976). This is precisely so because as Youngman 
(1996) points out, "Consciousness changes when tha fundamental 
forms of social life change". The intellectual knowledge of the 
teachers and autonomy ara, by inference, dependant on their 
involvement in production and class struggle. 
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In South Africa, t~a_cher_~_ ~r~- ~omp~lled by their legal 
------~~~~~~~~ 
condition of service, such as 'professionalism• and ----- --- - - - . - -- . 
predetermined curriculum to act in accordance with the 
- "T ~ -----
expect at i ens 
limifations 
State are 
the established social structure. · The 
+-~ -~-- -....--.... .....__~- ~-· 
-
over teachers• control of their own labour by the 
important here because they explain the kind of 
conflict that permeates schooling and at the same time sharpens 
the consciousness of teachers. 
The conservative and capitalist nature of the social structure 
confines teachers to involve themselves in only those social 
roles which boost the status quo. Emphasis on consolidation of 
------~ - --- _ __.. -~- __ .. 
hierarchical inequalities, unequal social relations and the 
perception of teachers• authority as an undertaking of 
professional experts develops conservative ideology that 
integrates capitalist needs with educational policy. Teachers• 
authority as a production relationship of the power elites 
pulls teachers towards the bourgeoisie (cf. Giddens,19801109). 
This is a mechanism of control to which the State resorts in 
_ ..... ______ ~ ---
order to mystify perceptions of teachers so that the nature of 
the social structure and the imposition of educational 
knowledge which is embedded in the culture o-F the ruling 
classes are made to appear as if they represent the interests 
of all. Subsequently, claims that certain forms of educational 
knowledge are objective and right are as Bachrach and Baratz 
<Popkewitz, 1987> put it, a "mobilization of bias" to protect 
the interests o-F certain classes which are then redefined as 
global didactic values. As a result, attempts to provide equal 
opportunities have instead heightened tha con-Flict by promoting 
meritocracy and competition. An affirmation of equality and 
freedom within tha capitalist social order provides leverage to 
bourgeois ideology and portrays the image of society as open 
and free <Sarup, 1983). 
Since teachers• authority 
social structure which is 
teachers will act in such 
draws its content from the given 
both racialist and class_basad, 
a way that they nurture attitudes 
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and behaviour in the students which will not contradict the ___ ._, ___ ...__.. ~- ·-- ~ - -- - --------- - ------
relations in the capitalist mode of prod~ction. Thi• 
... ·- - -- - - ·.... - ~ ~ ~ 
social 
process of moulding student consciousness into worker 
--·--------· .. - ---------
consciousness was referred to previously as authority 
~~~--=--~-=~~.,--------
translation~ The teachers also develop into students that 
integral to tha stability and consciousness which is -------_J 
furfn_e_r_a~n~c~a of the school bureaucratic order. As Bowles and 
Ginti•--<19761127> point out, "The reproduction of th• social 
relations of production depends on the reproduction of 
consciousness". However, the reproduction of consciousness is 
never uncontested as is the ideology which directs the 
production. Depending on which ideology interpellatas (i.a., 
subjects, recruits and transforms> the teachers, the 
consciousness that will ba developed in students will thus not 
always be in harmony with the expectations of the school order. 
In this instance,tha perspectives of the teachers might be in 
conflict with those of the State and <very> near those of the 
students with a community base (i.e., social awareness>. Their 
teaching functions will thus not undermine the class 
consciousness of students in order to consolidate theirs. 
Although bureaucratic structures condition and sometimes 
determine tha roles of the teachers within schools, tha 
consciousness of teachers plays a vital role in the adoption of 
choices. S~:~F1_E~r11ssi on _of .school and classroom damocra_cy becaus• 
st_udents are con!!ii der_:-ed_ '.immature_' _or are 1 acki ng_prof~ss_i on al 
'know-how• is not always a direct consequence of the structural 
constraints but tha affirmation of professionalism by teachers . 
as a means to protect their class interests <White and White, 
19Sbf cf-~ Cl oat a and Pi 11 ay, 1988 > • The promotion or f ai 1 ure to 
generate class consciousness within clAssrooms is another such 
choice. Teachers are unlikely to introduce notions of 
emancipatory authority. if their consciousness is not developed 
to that level. Teachers should be interpellated by an ideology 
of raconstructionism before they can disseminate and elaborate 
class consciousness. As Youngman (1986134> puts it• 
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The process of devaloping class consciousness 
for socialism involves the growing understanding 
that tha emancipation of the working class <and 
other subordinated classes> necessitates th• 
overthrow of capitalism and the evolution of the 
practical commitment and ability to achieve 
this. 
In the same way, teachers who adhere to the predetermined 
curriculum are likely to 
- -
the social 
identify in one ~a~_o~another with 
order. It appears that teachers• 
authority within the present social structure is a false 
consciousness and a political tool utilized to blinker teachers ,..._ 
in order to prevent them from transforming unequal 
~-~--...,-
relationships and searching for alternatives. 






authority as portrayed 
variation in teachers• 
consciousness. This can be attributed to the various 
conflicting educational ideologies. This in turn presupposes 
that teachers in the school are engaged in different class 
roles vis-a-vis other users and the State. This is precisely so 
because teachers• authority as a production relationship is not 
immune from race and class conflict. The consciousness of 
teachers is therefore intricately intertwined with form/s of 
authority prevailing in any educational transaction. 
3.6 Retreat from authority to th• •><•rcis• of 'power• 
A retreat from authority refers to a practice whereby teachers 
e><ercise power ~-•van . though authority is recognised as 
legitimate. Authority 
Authority translation 
teacher authority, and 
can be traded for power in various ways. 
in the form of managerial power into 
creator authority are two e><amplas. It 
should also not be overlooked that certain working conditions 
make it i mpossi bla __ for:__teacher~ _to_ ~_ngag~ __ i_!!_ _any __ !'_uthor 1 ta_~J_va 
action and as ___ a __ resul_t~thay _turn to e><ercising _power _as a 
---------~ -
survival -~t_!"~~!'gy of teaching •. Finnegan <1987> highlights this 
by pointing out that during the school boycotts in the Cape 
Peninsula soma students "seemed to have absorbed th• ov•rall 
idea of defying authority more than they had its progressive 
intent." 
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Students ara in most instances, especially within authoritarian 
of domination by the elites or 
the perception that teachers" 
domination or •1egitimate power". 
th• fact that tha power which is 
e>eercised by the teacher reproduces race and class conflict or 
ideological contestation in black schooling. This perception 
structures, the target group 
adults. This is because of 
authority is an approvabla 
This conceptualisation masks 
portrays p,ower 
i nevi table. It is 
in education as natural and therefore 
possible, 





that when structures 
simply react without 
resort '£0---the most reflection. As a -"--...__ 
uncritical form of bargaining energy visible to those in 
hierarchical high official positions - reactive power because 
"power can negotiate with power" <Mphahlele, 1984>. Reactive 
power is as such not the result of militancy but is the product 
of frustration emanating from unattended, oppressive conditions 
of coe>eistence. It is also not of the students" and to some 
e>etent of the teachers" choices, but is the result of 
structural constraints. 
Tha best way _ _!::o ascertain whether th• e>eercisa of powe~ has any 
place in education would be to ask• whether teachers would be 
justified in exercising power in an attempt to reclaim 
.....--...-......:-...JI-' .. 
authority that is crumbling? The rationale of the response is .... -
that if authority is essential for any educational practice, 
teachers would rather salvage authority in any other way e>ecept 
by the e><ercise of power. 
3.6.1 Th• significance of authority for an educationai 
practic•. 
~-------
authp~ity_ demands that._~~~chers an_Q__students The e>eercise of 
should g~t more_i.n:volved-i n-a-collective--ef f ort-i n-cur-r-i cul um 
transactions. Involvement presupposes that they should 
.• - * ~ - - ~ ...__ -- ..-~-
understand and agree with the conditions and the e>epected typa 
of discipline within schools and-classrooms. The exercise of 
authority implies the recognition of autonomy which according 
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to White and White <1986> is the "enemy of hierarchy" becaus• 
it points to both teachers and students having some say in 
decisions that affect them. 
It would be easier for students to internalise patterns of - -~ - - -
control to which they have consented rather than those which 
o-#0 ... , .-....----~ .... 
ha-Ve been imposed. Imposition which often takes the form of 
'---- ~ ~""-- -~ - ~ ~----·..._-~.-- ·- & -.I--- .. - , 
covert aut'hori tari ani sm, because it is concealed and ----- -·· --·-- ---- . - -
l~~itimated by school order, might come about as a result of 
thepreoccupation of teachers with school 'law and order• at 
the expense of an alternative understanding which is necessary 
for cooperation and negotiation. Since State schools are 
traditionally 
retreat from 
not places for such understanding, teachers who 
authority will not be doing anything new but will 
the order as set out by the ruling classes. be reproducing 
Teachers should not become authoritarian because that 
.... _ ~ --·-- ~ ----.p. 
perpetuates ...__ __ the ~ower -~truggle instead ~f resolving conflicts - --- -· --~- -~· - - , - - ___ .,..... ________ _ 
and laying grounds for participation of students where students 
~-~, 
could equally act authoritatively. If there are no such 
gr=c;-unds, then the exercise of power will not in anyway save 
authority from collapse, but will further limit the capacity of 
students 
intention 
to act democratically or to 
of dealing with structural 
have any progressive 
constraints within 
schools. At the same ti me when students p~rce_i Vlijt the authority 
of the teacher as power, its legitimacy disappears. <See 
..... - ~ --
appendix, figure•3>. The disappearance of legitimacy might lead 
to antagonism between students and teachers •. .... __ 
Wh•n antagonisms are left to flare up into open conflict it 
indicates that teachers lack th• ability to persuad• students 
to reach consensus. An option left for tha teacher is than 
authoritarianism. In the light of the inferior education and 
training to which most teachers have been subjected, 
authoritarianism or the exercise of power is not only a 
conservative cultural force but reflect also professional 
undarpreparedness. Teachers• lack of predisposition towards 
democratic alternativ•• is accordingly th• outcom• of th• 
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constraints of the education system. Teachers contribute 
towar ~~coostr:aint. s_when _they_ do. not-open_up_avenues_ for 
students in order to enable them to refrain from retaliation so ----------- - -- ----- ·- -- -·--- -~ ~-- - . - . - .. -- -
that they conduct themselves proa~~~~e~y rather than 
---~------- ·------ -..... -·--- _ ... _ _.._.., __ 
reactively. When authority informs the agency of any 
educational transaction, any attempt to usurp it is worthy of 
condemnation. 
Teachers should broaden their scope of involvement with the 
-- ...__. ___________ -····~-~--~~-·------- _ .. 
students. This requires the ability to use negotiation skills. 
----- -- ~-------- ---· -~-·--_...........- - ·~ - - - - - - .....---· > • ... -~--- r • ...:.... .,,,,..._"'- .··-
In a social space where conflict is a characteristic order of 
the day, the application of force 
repression. The exercise of power 
that teachers have failed as 
or power would amount to 
is in fact a confirmation 
school and classroom 
practitioners. In order to avoid resorting to power, it might 
be necessary to invoke the authority of either internal users \\"~ 
and/or external community. Social actors such as the SRCs and 
staff bodies and/or PTSAs could be requested to assist in 
resolving recurrent conflicts. The aim would rather be to 
reduce the tension even if it means a long process. In this way 
conflicts could be contained and compromises arrived at within 
generally agreeable procedures. Coercive tendencies to retain 
authority, let alone power struggles within the school, negate 
the very basis of progressive education because they hinder th• 
transformative force of authority and its potential for 
pedagogy <Burbules, 1986>. 
As a form of social interaction, 
educational practice. Considering 
about "authority as a type 
authority is essential to any 
Barnard's <Smith, 1975) views 
of communication" and the 
"willingness and capacity" of users to "submit to th• 
necessities of cooperative system", 
teachers should involve other users 
it is imperative that 
when setting up social 
conditions for greater participation and dialogue in order to 
minimize antagonistic feelings. According to Shor and Freire 
(1987192) I 
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the teachers' authority must always be there but ~ 
it changes as the students and the study evolve, 
as they emerge as critical subjects in the act 
of knowing ••• without authority it is very 
difficult for the liberties of the students to 
be shaped. 
cf. Stenhouse, 19831183 
It can be inferred from this that authority signifies a 
democratic process whereby 
and reformulate the bases 
teachers and other users formulate 
~ 
of their curriculum tran•actions. 
T~s implies a --- --- ·~ --
actors. Authority ...._... 
greater consensus and cooperation among social 
is interwoven with the development of the 
person's creative thinking or class consciousness. 
The eMercise of power suppresses the potential to generate 
creativity and productivity. In a democratic situation a threat 
to authority is not aimed at usurping authority so that any 
attempt to resort to power could be justified. It is a hint to 
those who wield power to democratize the social processes of 
the curriculum. Authority is indispensable because it holds 
together the educational contract without which schooling will 





An,al ogi cal 1 y, 
practica is 
to abolish authority in large-scale 
is tantamount to wanting to abolish the 
itself, to destroy the power loom in 











and rendering the educational contract unworkable. 
not power, should typify social relationships if th• 
motive of the social actors is to educate. A challenge for -- - ------ . - - ---~ .. 
teachers and students is to search for alternative ways through --which they can develop_ better understanding. -
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Teachers' comprehension of authority 
Authority as a form of Christian virtue 
Authority as parentage 
Authority as an entitlement that accompanies 
status of the office 
Authority as a form of professional expertise 
Authority as a form of classroom 




Sources of counter-authority 
Lack of student cooperation 
Students' front 
contract 
Underlying factors promoting students' power 
r---~--· ~...,.. - - . -- -- ~---
Factors contributing towards 'statif ication' 
Negative discrimination 
Physical coercion 
Teachers' reliance on the RSA 
Teachers' political ignorance 
Factors proletarianizing teachers' work 
Powerlessness of teachers 
Centralisation of authority 
Teacher burn-out 
Teachers' survival techniques 
Utilising structural freedom 
Invocation of external authority of the community 
Diminishing the involvement-detachment ambivalency 
Beating the system 
Scuttl a policy 
the 
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4. EXPLICATINB TEACHERS" AUTHORITY IN STATE BLACK SECONDARY 
SCHOCLS 
Thi• chapter portrays scm• secondary school teachers• own 
conceptualisations of authority, the way it is exarci•ed, its 
state, the accounts they give for any change in the nature cf 
their authority and the methods which they have adopted in 
order to cope with the crisis in the schools. Since the data is 
based on empirical evidence from the interviewees own accounts, 
the responses are, where possible, verbatim quotes. The 
responses are codified for· classification reasons. Both 
teachers and students are identified only with symbols, for 
instance, TA for teacher A. Sl and 92 refer to the two groups 
of students from the first and the second schools respectively. 
Individual students are referred to alphabetically as SA, sz, 
SAC and so on. 
Although conflict• are inherent in State black schools, it is 
generally believed that besides the 1976 students• revolt, tha 
eighties, particularly 1984/86, witnessed a serious and d~rect 
challenge to racial and class based authority within schools. 
The responses of the interviewees focus mainly on the events of 
these threa years although sometimes they draw from experiences 
of oth•r crucial years in their schooling experience. The 
responses ara qualitatively rich but pose a problem of 
interpretation for the researcher due to their general nature. 
The generality of the responses has conditioned a type of 
interpretation and analysis which might overlook variation in 
the impact of the crisis on one teacher or another. For the 
analysis, commonalities have been drawn together, and one must 
accept that a summary of the responses ts likely to emphasize 
thos• raspon••• which appeal to the author in so far as they 
fall within hi• own classification criteria. Tha danger may b• 





Taachars• comprehension of authority 
Authority as a form of Christian virtue 
Soma teachers think of authority 
by certain 'christian1 principles. 
is realized between persons 
as an ethical practice guided 
They emphasize that authority 
who have had a 'christia~ 





any other form of 
I 
accordingly, a prerequisite 
authority. According to TB• 
Authority concerns faith, trust and love in the 
student and the teacher. Without these there 
cannot be respect ••• and if students have faith 
in you Cteacherl they will sort of accept even 
your authority. 
Whilst pointing out the derivational base of this form of 
authority which is congenial to what was previously referred to 
as deistic authority, TC affirms TB's explanation in the 
following& 
The basa of authority is from God ••• that is 
religion. By trust, sympathy and understanding 
of the student you coma to acquire authority ••• 
If you get a class that comes from a christian 
environment respect for authority is there 
••• then comas th• a>eperti•• in th• subject 
which only adds on to authority. 
This perception reflects the philosophy of early missionary 
•ducation, but it can also be culturally located in th• CNE or 
Afrikaner nationalist ideology which is one sourca of th• 
current State education system. The ideology is a redefined 
Calvinism which has historically provided tha Afrikaner •volk' 
with soma sense of patriotism in their struggle against the 
British imperialists. It is significant to the Afrikaner 
because it a>epresses their common racist identity and secures 
their interests as members of the power elites or ruling class. 
It is as such a conservative cultural force to perpetuate the 
domination of intellectuals or ruling classes and at the same 
time ensures their 
<O' Meara, 1983). In 
unity for common capitalist interests 
this conte>et the teachers will portray 
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their authority as being sanctified by God so that it is exempt 
from the legitimacy that comes from mortal souls. This is a 
political technicality which ensures that their roles ara not 
questioned. Consequently, unequal social relationships within 
schools and in the social structure ara conceived as divine. 
4.1.2 Authority as parentage 
There are teachers who see the status of parenthood and 
adulthood as conditions for possessing authority. They also 
believe that they act in 1 oco parent is and as such conceive 
parents or elders in the community as having 
authority to them. TK says1 
according to their Cstudentsl parents we mustn't 
leave the students to do what they like. We must 
show them the way by calling them to order ••• 
authority is when you can order students to 
behave as you and their parents want them 
controlled. 
delegated 
Seniority is often linked with parenthood and it is on this 
/ 
basis that it is assumed that adults have authority. The same 
logic is prevalent in certain teachers and students. TV says, 
"I am a parent and pupils must respect me ••• they are not my 
aga ••• I am a teacher ••• I know what is best for them." S1 
also says that "teachers hava 'powers' because they ara bigger 
Colder] than us ••• They are like our parents." This is likely 
the result of the traditional imposition of teachers as 'second 
p~rents' over students, an historical occurrence which until 
lately <i.e., after the 1976 students' revolt against 'cultural 
invasion'> was sacrosanct i~ African culture. Authority in this 
ro-- - -
sensa is related 
determined by age 
this perception 
across-the-board. 
to a person's patriarchal status which is 
and even charisma. It is also possible that 
may be more culturally ethnic than 
It is further con~olidated by a belief in the 
~=----=---·-_,....-,--.·- '• 
school as an extension of homa and education as a process of 
cultural transmission. Tha legitimacy of authority is equated 
-
with-~the raspact often ascribed to evary older mamber of 
society. Although this view emphasizes that authority is a 
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sphere but is also applicable to interaction between and among 
teachers and administrators. The emphasis is on the assumed 
official integrity which persons have. The bureaucracy 
distinguishes the powerful from the meek. The implication is 
that teachers who consider themselves lacking authority because 
of their· low hierarchical, official positions are likely to 
rely on those who are ranked above them with regard to decision 
making in.· the school. Such teachers will be reliant on others, 
particularly for matters 
concerning the curriculum. 
of discipline and innovative ideas 
This will result in the delay of 
decisions and responses to issues and situations that require 
urgent and immediate attention. 
4.1.4 Authority as a farm of professional eMpertist1 
Some teachers perceive the base of this form of authority i.e., 
authority as professional expertise, as being their exposure to 
formal professional training at a tertiary level. The resultant 
qualifications and mastery of the subject are stressed. TN 
says: 
by merely training as a teacher you have 
authority. I have qualified from the school 
Cuniversity/collegel. I have read enough ••• I 
can differentiate between right and wrong ••• at 
least I know better than pupils. 
Some students are, however, pessimistic about the relevance of 
academic credentials especially when control is an issue. S2 
says• 
teachers tell us that they are more educated 
than us, and that they have degrees, therefore 
we must respect them ••• we respect them because 
we fear them. They beat us ••• and they have the 
'powers' that the government gives them ••• if 
they do not control us, the principal tells the 
government that they are not powerful, and the 
government comes to tell the teachers to stick 
to the regulations. 
This conceptualisation undoubtedly emanates from the belief 
that teachers are professionals with intellectual knowledge 
which is perceived to be objective. Teachers and students are 
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divided respectively into the 'haves• and the 'have nots•. It 
is not arbitrary that there is such division. Students are 
considered the 'have nots• because they have not yet been 
exposed to formal tertiary education. An ability to discern 
between right and wrong indicates a responsible function in the 
social formation. It implies an exercise of leadership in 
relation to the social functions in the school order. This 
leadership,. which in an imposed school order is basically 
domination disguised by mastery of educational knowledge, 





then signifies, in this context, teachers• 
domination over students. The idea that 
expertise is objective is according to Larrain 
Pillay, 1988) "not just a belief system Cin the 
profession] but stems from a particular location in society" to 
reinforce the status of the ruling classes. 
The implication is that students should show loyalty 
authority by accepting the educational knowledge which 
to ---=---
is 
imparted to them. There is a subtle appeal for students to 
conform to the direction teachers give because it is assumed 
that as intellectuals they know which ideas are worth 
disseminating and elaborating, and therefore, cannot go wrong. 
Tha intellectual gap between teachers and students is reified 
as natural instead of as a contingent quality. Some teachers 
than resort to the gap as a subterfuge for continuous 
domination and sustenance of hierarchical inequalities. In this 
way their authority serves to legitimate relationships of power 
and is exacerbated by a further division of labour into the 
'haves• and the 'have nots•. 
4.1.S Authority a• A form of classroom contract 
Authority is also perceived by some teachers as an interactive 
proce•s of an educational nature. It is achieved and realised 
through consensus between teachers and students. TM says• 
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I think it is only when you get students to 
participate that you can talk of having 
authority. Teachers, and not all, when they gat 
to the class and talk alone, they think they 
have authority ••• talking alone and making 
students sit and listen is not authoritative, it 
is dictatorship. 
By inference, authority is a participatory contract. This is 
made clear by TU in the following: 
it is important that a teacher must know the 
subject, but that does not mean he must not 
listen to students• opinions. If we say because 
students don't know then we must do everything 
for them, it is oppressive. They should be made 
to know . that we are there to help them and not 
to dominate them ••• authority is when you can 
do anything in the classroom and remain in 
harmony with students ••• if they complain then 
you lose authority. 
Participatory authority seems to be a remedial educational 
practice aimed at bringing _EPhesion between teachers and 
students in the classroom. Its significance perhaps lies in the 
fact that the process indicates vigilance on the abuse of 
authority and emphasizes autonomous control. It is likely to be 
better informed by the teachers' understandin~ of the classroom 
situation. It is as such a thoughtful strategy to provide a 
proactive formulation of alternatives rather than a reactive 
response. It might be an important approach.to the crisis since 
it appears certain to minimize antagonisms that emanate from 
structural constraints and in the division of labour between 
the 'haves• and the 'have-nots•. 
• * * 
FURTHER OBSERVATION AND IMPLICATIONS 
Teach•r•' authority is profoundly divers• in meaning. This is 
du• to variou• derivational bases of authority, some of which 
have been taken for granted. In order to get a coherent meaning 
of teacher•' authority, it i• necessary to try and understand 
how these darivational base• conflict with on• another. A 
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retain my post. 11 Authority as the entitlement that accompanies 
the status of the off ice is, therefore, a masking of teachers• 
lack of autonomy. It is a political technicality wh•r• 
teachers• labour is put under the direct control of the State. 
Consequently, a promotion within the school organisation 
signifies an increase in power. It implies greater opportunity 
for domination at the expense of more loss of control by 
teachers over their own labour. As teachers advance very·close 
to the high official positions in the education system, tha 
State management control becomes intact. 
4.2 
4.2.1 
Tha state of teachers• authority 
Exercising authority 
Some teachers exercise authority in ways which can be 
classified into two forms of practices viz., those practices 
which are influenced by a school •1aw and order• mentality 
referred to here as •instrumental', and those practices that 
are aimed at democratizing the bureaucracy of the school and 
tha classroom, referred to here as •expressive•. 
4.2.1.1 •1nstrumenta1• practices 
Instrumental 
enforcinQ the 
practices en•ue from teachers• praoccupat~on ~ith 
-· - --- . - ... _._~ -----·- .... ----"""- -
~=~-o~~~--rt!gulations the .. intentio11 of which. is ,to 
at._f~ greate!:_~_eacher control over students· and to ·ensur~e that 
th!:_- scho~l o!:£f~r: ... - .st:.axs _f.i.>?ed. _Adherence to school regulations 
can be justified in many ways by teachers. Certain teachers 
might ••• adherence as soma kind of character formation; as 
enabling 
syllabus 
a speedy teaching process in order to complete tha 
within tha official schedule and as the best technique 
to remind students about teachers• positions in the hierarchy. 
Instrum•ntal practices appear to ba the most effective way 
through which teachers• authority is used as a controlling 
device. According to TA• 
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you must control them Cstudentsl straight from 
the assembly and to the classroom ••• Sometimes 
they just stand anyhow Cscatteredl and we must 
order them to queue ••• In th• classroom we 
control students by giving them more work 
because if they do not work they become loose 
and naughty. 
TI <infra> hints at some form of rigid and tight supervision of 
students by teachers as a necessary condition of these 
practices. 
Well, just by being strict, telling them what 
they should do, and to behave as pupils should 
do come to school early, be where they are 
supposed to be, that is, in the classroom all 
the time when I find them at the toilet I 
order them back to their classroom. 
Instrumental practices are a must (i.e., non-negotiable> and 
students must willy-nilly comply with the directives of th• 
teachers and the school order. If they do not they are 
punished. As TL points out• 
Authority is when you command the student he 
will do it, and he should not question why he 
must do this and not that ••• students must take 
my commands, they must obey, otherwise we give 
them punishment ••• without punishment you 




instrumental practices is often a backing by means 
measures which vary between the following methods 
the nature of the offence committed. These are• 
"making them Cstudentsl scrub floors, clean the windows, take 
out weeds and pick up scattered papers in the school premises" 
<TD>, "freeze them [depriving students of their basic rights 
and privilegesJ" <TR> and/or "pick up a stick and discipline 
those who won-t be listening" <TK>. <See also appendiM, 
figurel2). 
There is a remarkable correspondence of responses between 
teachers and students, however, with little difference in the 
scope of revelation. According to some students in 92• 
~ 
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the elites, the petty bourgeoisie and the dominant classes, but 
the demands of their legal service contract which ara 
aggravated by their economic alliance with the State, make them 
appear as part of the State (cf. Shalem, 1987>. 
The class positions of teachers are contradictory because as 
Wright <1978> and Sarup <1983) say, teachers are engaged in 
ambiguous , activities at the ideological level. Their 
professional and individual autonomy is 'licensed•. 
Historically, the mental labour of teachers has taken the form 
of •prescriptive intellectualism' by acting educationally 
through acquiescenca in the confines of the existing 
educational policy and subsequently reproducing creator 
authority <cf. Freire and Macedo, 1987•122>. This contributes 
towards the proletarianization of their work. This 
proletarianization is undoubtedly the result of the capitalist 
ideology which proliferate hierarchical divisions of labour in 
the mode of production. It is itself a political constraint 
which nevertheless provides teachers with the basis for moral 
identity with the community. 
When the divisions heighten and the resultant conflict becomes 
threatening to the capitalist mode of production and those 
classes that have a stake in its social relations of 
production, the community will want teachers to change their 
functions. As Haskell <Popkewitz, 1987:9> says "the authority 
of the intellectual [isl legitimated by the changing role of 
the intellectual," teachers are thus urged to place themselves 
in a favourable position with the community by asserting 
themselves through alternative activities which transform the 
GSO by establishing and strengthening the CSO. This is another 
imperative call made to teachers by the community. The only 
backing the community might give teachers is solidarity, moral 
support and the promise of legitimacy for future social 
processes of the curriculum. The only hope of winning teachers 
over to tha community is on the grounds of the political and 
moral justification that tha State is illegitimate, unjust and 
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••• teachers use sticks ••• sometimes they give 
us many lashes and do not follow the rules in 
tha punishment book ~·· they also expel us out 
of the classroom so that we miss the lessons ••• 
they threaten us that we will fail and if you 
are not in form five it is easy for them to fail 
you in the exams ••• when we ask questions they 
refuse to reply they scold us ••• the 
principal also sides with the teachers so we 
cannot complain. When you complain the 
Cheadmasterl punishes us or sends us home to 
call our parents ••• No one can refuse because 
the principal will call the soldiers or expel 
you. <SV; SY; SAK>. 
It is clear that the school might be building into itself 
certain methods for the regulation of relationships. The 
methods are undoubtedly harsh especially in the light of the 
rigid nature of the school. Teachers expect students to perform ....._... __ 
and behave e>epertly whilst at the same.time_ the soci_o-economic \.~~ ___, ___ ... -.---- ....,.,,. _- ..... ,...._ "' - - - - - - ~ .. - -..,. 
and political conditions of most students in and outside the 
sChool --undermine that ideal. The credibility gap between 
teachers and students is made worse by an imposed curriculum. 
Students lack space for self-e>epression and instead of opening 




avenues of communication available by escalating 
is no student who likes to punitive measures. 
be e>epelled, to 
There 
be detained a·nd to 1 ose parental 
favour and an overuse of the threat ultimately constrains 
students severely thereby defeating its ends. 
4.2.1.2 'Expressiv•• practic .. -
Some teachers believe that it is only when students are 
intrinsically motivated to learn, that there can be normality. 
They point out that they involve students in the classroom with 
the aim of reducing lack of interest in the students vis-a-vis 
the subject matter and to bridge the social distance between 
themselves and students. They think this will develop better 
understanding. TL and TP respectivaly say• 
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in the classroom I involve students to 
participate actively because that is the only 
way to get their concentration ••• the more you 
ignore students, the more they keep into that 
cocoon and they become rebellious and even 
poisonous to the others ••• there are things 
which they do not like in the syllabus but I try 
to make them understand that it is important to 
learn them for examination ••• I try to be 
honest and answer their questions because if you 
dismiss some of their questions, there will ba 
trouble and you won•t have the type of 
discipline a teacher expects from pupils. 
* 
I must win students to be with me ••• there 
should be mutual understanding between us ••• 
every time I get to the class I find out whether 
they are in the mood because if I impose 
something on them they become aggressive ••• I 
want them to take the lead, and then I come as a 
guide, not a dictator ••• if I can respect their 
intellect, I know we can function better, they 
will know that I do not undermine them. 
Teachers who engage in these expressive practices might be 
influenced by a humanistic outlook towards discipline and the 
logic of 
of the 
their approach is likely to be informed by some sense 
social processes of the curriculum as part of the 
structural and legitimacy crisis in education. In order to 
reduce the social --~~d_intellectual gap_~!~~!~n ~hemselves_and 
students __ they~shar_e __ authority so that students have some say -in 
the classroom. -
Tha power of the examination system is likely to condition this 
attempt 
When the 
by teachers to reduce the social and intellectual gap. 
examinations are set internally there is some chance 
t 
that teachers might succeed even though not significantly. Any 
deviation from the predetermined curriculum is likely to win 
more students towards teachers and vice versa because teaching 
and learning will be more conciliatory. Internal ex~minati.on 
results cannot be jeopardised because methods of evaluation a~e __ -- ~------~~ ~ - - - - -- ---- - - -
firmly under the control of teachers an~ stud~~~~~-~owever, the 
fact that this is a direct challenge to the school order and 
the educational policy might create problems for teachers and 
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students concerned. The ruling classes might not be willing to 
give up control over the social processes of the curriculum. 
There is very little chance for deviation when the examinations 
are set externally. 
implies sacrificing 
therefore ·resulting 
are not likely to 
This is precisely because any deviation 
the academic progress of students, 
in high failure rate. Parents and students 
accept this, let alone teachers whose work 
demands compet~tive teaching. 
* * * 
FURTHER OBSERVATION AND IMPLICATIONS 
Instrumental and expressive practices should be seen as 
concomitant processes with the possibility, however, that some 
practices might dominate over others. It is certain that th• 
preferences with regard to these practices will differ. This 
can be attributed to particular understandings teachers have of 
their duties in the school. Since structural constraints to 
some extent condition choices of teachers concerning a 
particular set of practices, it is therefore their 
consciousness that determines their preferences. 
-Teachers who adhere to the instrumental practices perhaps see 
their roles in professional terms as the imparting of 
educational knowledge despite the fact that they have not 
participated in the planning of the curriculum. In fact they 
see no wrong with being excluded from the planning of the 
curriculum so long as it is perceived that other intellectuals, 
presumably professionals, have taken part. This perception 
enables them therefore to demand and attempt to ensure 
•normality• <i.e., acquiescence of students to the curriculum> 
before they impart the subject matter. Even more so, th• 
ability to create normality could be seen as a precondition for 
teachers• authority, hence they are preoccupied with th• 
anforc•m•nt of the school order. The fact that instrumental 
practices ara non-negotiable can ba attributed to th• 
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conservative ideology in which authority entails an 
unquestionable loyalty to the established social order. 
Te~~p~e~e~ i_nstr~i:nenta_l _practices. ar:.e J.i~ely-t-o sea 
t~ disintegration __ oi_ _order as the 04tcoma __ of lawlessness 
instead of concerted efforts by users to alter production in 
- ~ ... -- -- - - ---- ---·-..__ __ - -
the socfal -,ormati on for e_ducati ?~~~--~!lJ .. ns. Si mil arl y, they 
m1gnt-- -p-erc:-ef ve the 
and the means of 
political subversion 
transformation of unequal social relations 
production such as the curriculum as a 
rather than as an urgent professional 
necessity which falls within the scope of their educational 
transactions. 
Teachers w_ho prefer __ expi:_essi ve prpc_ti ces might _do __ so _because 
~ ~- -- •• • -- - ~ -. - -- -· ·~ - w - - • 
they perceive adherence to instrumental practices_as.giving a 
......._ ____ -·--,.._,._ _____..-- ~------.-..: - - ..... - . - - -- -
credibility ~o---the school order which is undemocratic. Their 
~ deviation from th• pr•;iv•n curriculum, no matter how littl• 
the impact of this is, indicates readiness to reject "cultural 
invasion" <Jessop, 198S>. On• should alao not overlook th• 
power of an alternative political and ideological force i.e.,{ 
resistance within schools. It is also likely that teachers find 
this pressure unbearable and therefore simply submit to it. 
However, the submission of intellectuals is not just an 
unconscious process. On the one hand it could be that they 
simply submit whilst on the other it might be a strategy in 
order to lessen the force of students' counter-authority. The 
idea that ideology is a 'lived relation' reinforces the view 
that teachers' submission might be a change of position from 
one class mentality to another. Such a strategy is likely to 
give way to a compromise or negotiation of some form of 
authority to an extent where teachers are compelled to 
relinquish the framework of authority which is derived from the 
apartheid education system. Even though teachers might continua 
disseminating and articulating ideas that serve the interests 
of the bourgeoisie, these practices <expressive> reflect th• 
need by teachers for their own control of the ideological 
content of education. This need signifies that the domination 
of the ruling classes over students is no longer effective, 
especially when teachers have conflicting perspectives. 
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lcurc•• cf caunt•r-authority 
Most teachers point out that unusual behaviour adopted by a 
loose group of individuals or an organised force of students 
since the 1984/86 crisis is mainly responsible for causing 
fundamental changes in the nature of teachers' authority. The 
unusual behaviour which is referred to here as 
counter-authority cannot be separated from the historical 
processes of race and class struggle in the social structure. 
The direction and the intensity of counter-authority is 
influenced by the tension between the repressive and 
emancipatory . activities within a particular immediat~ 
environment such as the school in relation to the larger 
environment - society. Accompanying these activities as well as 
counter-authority is an alteration within social actors <users> 
themselves and their sur~oundings. 
4.2.2.1 Lack of student cooperation 
Teachers' interviews indicate that there is a new wave of 
student conduct which is a deep seated reaction to teachers and 
the school order. TD and TT respectively say1 
••• in the class, when a student is asked a 
question, I think it is mannerly that he should 
stand up and then answer me. Since 1984 they 
don't do that anymore ••• When we stand at the 
gate to control late comers, you see a student 
strolling and when you shout at him to hurry up, 
he continues as if he hasn't heard a word. 
* 
Students do many thingm ••• before the soldiers 
came into the school, they Cstudentsl would just 
walk out of the class ••• now you go into the 
class to teach, say, Maths, they just take out 
an Afrikaans book and some start reading loud 
••• when you are busy writing on the Cchalk-l 
board, a student throws you with anything 
Cprojectilel and when you ask who did it, they 
look at you and laugh ••• soma just start 
singing out of nothing Cwithout provocation] ••• 
you won't know if it is a trap or not ••• there 
is nothing you can do, we just leave them. 
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It is clear that students have identified some areas which 
bother them within the school and the classroom and are 
directing their efforts at counteracting the usual order. 
Students know precisely what kind of behaviour is exP-ected from 
them, they know the repercussions if they do not obay, yet they 
--:-::----------:-·---~ ---- -- -- _ .-...- -----
persistently reverse the expectations teachers and the school 
- - - ......--- ...._..-- - - . 
order have for them. I°t is likely that students are not ---- - - -satisfied with the nat"ure- of the-· school organisation and 
therefore think that its-perpetuation is an abuse of authority 
by teachers. 
4.2.2.2 Students• front 
Some teachers also reveal that there is a well orchestrated 
form of students• behaviour which is more severe and which is 
directly aimed at them rather than at the school order per se. 
According to TOI 
••• students would come into a classroom and 
order other students out for a meeting either 
within the school or outside at another school 
••• when you ask why, they just tell you 
'meneer, shut up!• ••• a teacher was molested by 
the militant students after they were ordered 
outside ••• he was accused of deliberately 
holding back the students ••• since tha so 
called political funerals took place during the 
week, when a student has passed away after being 
killed in the clash between students and the 
police, they Cstudentsl take us by force to the 
funeral ••• It happened twice ••• The other time 
they demanded that a certain mistress Cwoma~ 
teacher] leave the school and the principal had 
to tell her to pack and go ••• eh, eh, it was a 
question of ah, eh wa lost total control ••• the 
student• would coma to school without uniform 
and start singing their freedom songs ••• they 
would wear T-shirts of political organisations • 
•• when they had them on, it meant trouble for 
us ••• wa reached a stat• wher• W• told 
ourselves w• don•t care and when they realised 
that, they would com• to assembly and sing 
freedom songs instead of hymns ••• they didn•t 
even pray. 
Som• student• acknowledge targeting some teachers but argue 
that they were compelled to do so after they had lost pati•nc• 
following the failure of teachers to respond or heed their 
demands timeously. S1 says• 
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••• teachers were confronted because wa told 
them to change their bad treatment on us ••• 
when they did not change we took steps ••• those 
who changed like mistress Ccensoredl we left 
them the SRC called a meeting at the 
assembly and after we discussed what to do with 
her, we agreed to tell her to change and she 
told.us she won•t cause problems again. 
Students' front appears 
well-being . of individual 
to be militancy directed not at the 
teachers but at ch al 1 engi ng th~i r_ 
~ould-not-care-less• 
as either a lack 
attitude. Students no doubt perceive this __________ _....~ 
of social awareness or as a politically 
motivated choice. Even though students do not state this, they 
may have scrutinized teachers and found that they were not 
satisfied with the functional relationship between teachers and 
the State. Since they realise that they cannot change the 
conditions of the relationship themselves, they choose to act 
upon teachers hoping that they will exert pressure on them to 




appear also that students want teachers to assert and 
themselves politically. If this is the case, then the 
students upon teachers has its base in the teachers 
assumed social or political quietism. Teachers are therefor• 
charged with being politically inconsiderate of the concerns of 
other users. This is crucial especially in the kind of climate 
in which teachers work. Such tranquillity might be interpreted 
rightfully as a support for the status quo. 
When students compel teachers to attend •political funerals• 
the intention may have been to create a situation of conflict 
between teachers and the State, that is, where teachers will 
have to account for their absence from workplace without 
permission from State officials, especially when they attend 
gatherings which are likely to be distasteful to the State. 
Although the author does not have ready evidence on this 
condition of teachers• working contract, it is generally 
believed that it is part of the code of their profession not to 
take part in any capacity in any event of a political nature. 
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It is, therefore, not arbitrary that students chose to replace 
th• school uniform with crisis uniform <i.e., T-shirts of 
pa1itica1 organisations>. Whilst .this provides them with some 
form of political identification, it gives the impression that 
they want teachers to do the same, that is, clarify their class 
roles and class identity within the production relationship and 
the social structure. Were any teacher to oppose the crisis 
uniform, it may be interpreted less as disapproval because of 
the violation of school regulations pertaining to standards of 
dress, but more as opposition to the.political ideologies which 
interpellated students and the movements that were being 
popularised. Teachers may consequently be viewed as being 
against the political or social cause which students advocate. 
As Sebidi <1987110> points out: 
The youth appeared to baulk at any authority 
exercised on them if it did not stem from a 
particular socio-political commitment or 
orientation. For them, therefore, any authority 
parental or of teacher origin - reminded them 
painfully of the hateful and asphyMiating 
authority of the system, the Establishment. 
That the students• counter-authority was powerful and had 
overwhelmed teachers is reflected by some teachers who mention 
<infra> that even in the absence of students• front of a 
physical kind, graffiti had become an alternative and an 
extended form of students• power. TR says• 
We would see things written on the walls and 
discuss them among ourselves or inform the 
principal. Perhaps there is a teacher they don~t 
want, so when we read on the wall that so and so 
is next, wa can act to quell the confrontation 
that could emerge sometimes when we ignore 
these writings, even on the blackboard the worst 
things happen. 
• * * 
FURTHER OBSERVATION AND IMPLICATIONS 
Tha raison d•etre of counter-authority is to render tha school 
structure dysfunctional. Although its aim might be to argue for 
the replacement of the established order, the objective i• to 
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the elites, the petty bourgeoisie and the dominant classes, but 
the demands of their legal service contract which are 
aggravated by their economic alliance with the State, make them 
appear as part of the State <cf. Shalem, 1987>. 
The class. positions of teachers are contradictory because as 
Wright <1978> and Sarup <1983) say, teachers are engaged in 
ambiguous .activities at the ideological level. Their 
professional and individual autonomy is 'licensed•. 
Historically, the mental labour of teachers has taken the form 
of •prescriptive intellectualism• by acting educationally 
through acquiescence. in the confines of the existing 
educational policy and subsequently reproducing creator 
authority <cf. Freire and Macedo, 19871122>. This contributes 
~ towards the proletarianization of their work. This 
proletarianization is undoubtedly the result of the capitalist 
ideology which proliferate hierarchical divisions of labour in 
the mode of production. It is itself a political constraint 
which nevertheless provides teachers with the basis for moral 
identity with the community. 
When the divisions heighten and the resultant conflict becomes 
threatening to the capitalist mode of production and those 
classes that have a stake in its social relations of 
production, the community will want teachers to change their 
functions. As Haskell <Popkewitz, 198718) says "the authority 
of the intellectual Cisl legitimated by the changing role of 
the intellectual," teachers are thus urged to place themselves 
in a favourable position with the community by asserting 
themselves through alternative activities which transform the 
GSO by establishing and strengthening the CSO. This is another 
imperative call made to teachers by the community. The only 
backing the community might give teachers is solidarity, moral 
support and the promise of legitimacy for future social 
processes of the curriculum. The only hope of winning teachers 
over to tha community is on the grounds of the political and 
moral justification that the State is illegitimate, unjust and 
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frustrate those who carry out orders within the bureaucracy so 
that they become disinclined to enforce orders. When this 
succeeds, the new wave of cond4ct over time becomes legitimated 
by an unwritten pact of acknowledgment between teachers and 
students. Teachers would gradually ceasa to have any strong 
influence . over students 
Consequently ~ students• own 
in the school and classroom. 
government substitutes that of 
teachers or. a new consensual one is born out of teachers• and 
students• deliberations. 
The agency of counter-authority succeeds in introducing certain 
forms of conduct into areas normally closed to them. The fact 
that teachers were forced to act in ways they would otherwise 
not have done is evidence of an invincible change from within. 
However, counter-authority is limited in this sense because 
within the established order it is directed towards 
democratising the status quo rather than changing it. This is 
perhaps its short term purpose which when successfully 
actualised might lead to an unfolding of an alternative social 
order, presumably its long term purpose. 
4.3 Underlying factors promoting students• power 
Power here refers to counter-coercion, an element very lively 
within most forms of students assertiveness. It is a 
consciously organised force as well as a spontaneous conflict. 
It is counter-authority, however, at the higher level of 
proaction rather than reaction. There are two kinds of factors 
that promote students• power by directly undermining teachers• 
authority, namely• those functions of the teachers which 
contribute towards "statification" i.e., particular social 
processes of the curriculum of which the tendency is to 
re-intensify control <Hyslop, n.d.b>• and thoaa social trends 
within schools that proletarianize teachers• work i.e., 
relegating teachers to instrumental tasks in such a manner that 
they become unable to engage in any oppositional discourse 
<Aronowitz and GirouM, 198~>. The contradiction in the latter 
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is that whilst they render teachers powerless, they 
simultaneously pave way for solidarity between teachers and 
students. Subsequently, their sense of an alternative authority 
which might be based on cooperation, participation and 
democratic control is strengthened. 
4.3.1 
4.3.1.1 
Factors contributing toMards •statification• 
N~gative discrimination 
Negative discrimination refers here to treatment by teachers, 
which varies inconsistently from one category of students to 
another despite common offences. On the basis of the evidence 
below, the sex of the student influences the inconsistency of 
the treatment and therefore of the discrimination. This 
presupposes sexist treatment in the State schools which even 
though it is not new one cannot conceive of any educational 
justification for it. It is a DET rule for example, that 





discrimination has made 
teachers. As S2·says: 
to do so" <Engelbrecht and Lubbe, 
no doubt that this 'legal• sexist 
way for an abuse of power by some 
some students are not punished even if the 
mistakes they did are serious. Instead of 
punishing them, especially girls, teachers 
propose Cwool them and tell them that they will 
not get punishment. 
The scope of such negative discrimination is wide. It does not 
only take tha form of direct demands for sexual favours though 
these are central, but as TD warns below, there are other 
indirect measures to which some teachers resorts 
a teacher should not use favouritism ••• some 
male teachers become involved in love 
relationships with the children and others win 
these children to their sides by giving unearned 
marks in the tests. 
The impact and the conditions of the relationships can be 
extenuated in many ways but th• danger lies in th• fact that 
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these forms of negative discrimination might constitute som• 
form of eMploitation. When some students are able to progress 
academically on the basis of 'unearned marks• failure might b• 
seen as deliberately plotted and as punishment in the same way 
as is trapping students for seMual favours in return for 
'non-punishment•. Teachers perhaps rely on the assumed fixed, 
immutable and non-negotiable, hierarchical structure of the 
school to abuse their privileges and subsequently impose their 
superiority over students. Bearing in mind that in the 1984/86 
crisis love relationships between teachers and students were of 
major concern <e.g., the demand for an end to seMual 
harassment>, favouritism might be seen as a reinforcement of 
structural domination. At stake is also the reliability and 
validity of assessment methods when as a ploy teachers credit 
some students with 'unearned marks•. 
4.3.1.2 Physical cottrcian 
~The use of force when reprimanding students is said to have 
been one of the major causes of prolonged conflict between 
teachers and students. As TG puts it• 
three years ago Cin 1984/86] the situation was 
so bad that one of the students• complaints was 
corporal punishment ••• I think they ware right 
bacaus• everything was just dictated to them, 
and the stick was always there in case they do 
not obey. 
Soma student• also point out that the stick was regularly used 
to an extent where it became tha 'other mouth• of teachers. Sl 
says• 
before 1984 the teacher will just enter tha 
classroom and ask from tha monitor Cpr•factl a 
list of noisemakers. If the monitor says ha has 
no list, the teacher punishes him. Wh•n w• ask 
the teacher why, ha shows us the stick. 
Corporal punishment is the 1 most hated mechanism of control 
within schools. To. understand why this is so, it is important 
to situate users in an environment whar• they are und•r 
constant domination and tha threat of tha ruling classes whosa 
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hegemony is achieved through coercion rather than consent. In 
the schools coercion finds its place in the apartheid education 
of which the social processes of the curriculum represent a 
cultural 
portrayed 
imposition by the ruling classes. Coercion is 
as a necessary deterrent for anyone who might 
undermine _the imposed order and as an inevitable rehabilitative 
mechanism. Hence TI maintains• 
people usually say it is an offence to use 
corporal punishment. Our Cteachersl main problem 
is a black child is a black child, and they 
have grown up that way. Even if you talk to them 
they don't listen ••• that is why we have to use 
corporal punishment ••• if you don't use a stick 
you don't get the desired results. 
Besides the use of corporal punishment which some teachers 
condemn as "excessive and harsh" <TG> even though relied·upon 
by others as "the symbol of teachers' strength" <1'.'K>, fists araj._ 
sometimes used to "discipline cheeky ones" 
substantiates this latter conduct in the following• 
A boy in my classroom attempted to throw me with 
a book and I caught him ••• I beat him with my 
own bare hands ••• I hit him hard and he bled 
from his face • 
<TC). TS 
Resorting to coercion or power in order to restore authority is 
far from being an educational strategy of solving conflicts. It -is authoritarianism which has its roots in the professional ------------------ ------- .. ------------· 
underpreparedness of most teachers due to the inferior 
~· -~-----~--------·- ........ _....__ -- ---~- - ... - --- _ ... -.... 
education system and schooling conditions which compel them to 
~--------- ·-- - - -· --- -- -
adopt survival teaching strategies. <Sub voce 3.6.1>. Fighting 
is one such technique as it is corporal punishment. These 
techniques are in fact attempts to legitimize force, power or 
coercion as a rehabilitative apparatus <Schonfeld, 1976; 
Burbules, 1986>. 
It should not be overlooked that teachers may be under the 
illusion that since according to the school bureaucracy 
teachers' authority is the result of successful enforcement of 
rules associated with official positions, it is therefore, 
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appropriate to coerce students. As a res~-- _c_ontr:ol ___ or: __ -
di sci pl ine__Qecomes_19quated-wi-tt'\-domination-and-teach!-rig as a 
____..;.- . 
process where the dominant classes impose themselves on th• -----------subordinate crasseS:--s~~e kind of an environmentis--c"reated 
c---------~ - -where teachers make certain assumptions about their superiority 
in order to reinforce their sustained privileges and 
prejudices. It then becomes easier to rationalize and justify 
coercive mechanisms of control whilst failing to understand the 
resultant recalcitrant behaviour of some users. 
4.3.1.3 Teachers' reliance on the RSA 
At the height of the crisis joint action by police and the army 
was undertaken to enforce emergency regulations within schools 
with the aim of 'quelling' the crisis. This action has been 
prolonged with the continuous imposition of the SOE. This has 
meant a continuous presence of the security forces in some 





a "conducive atmosphere for us to teach" 
out that the troops "suppress public 
confrontation between students and some teachers and the 
principal but do not do a thing to solve problems" <TV>. Some 
students see the troops as "another corporal punishment" and 
probably another source of strength or power for teachers <SP>. 





vehemently, the deployment of the troops in 
school cannot simply be dismissed as a 
consequential 
b• viaw•d in 
event following the crisis, but it should instead 
the conte~t of the repression of dissent against 
unjust social relations. 92 says• 
We are afraid to make them Cteachersl know 
Cthatl we disagree with them because if you 
refus• corporal punishment soldiers are there to 
carry you to the principal'• offic• to get 
punished ••• the principal and teachers just 
make you keep quiet by the stick and show you 
the soldiers they Csoldiersl just serve as 
another corporal punishment. 
I~ 
' \1 r 
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TH .describes below an incident where a teacher was at 
loggerheads with a student in the classroom and after failing 
to resolve the clash, the principal was called in and th• 
soldiers were summoned to help. 
A certain boy became bully to a mistress ••• the 
mistress then called the principal and he said 
to the boy •you don't even respect mistresses' 
••• he ordered the boy to the office. When the 
boy refused, the principal called the troops who 
then carried the boy to the office and the 
principal punished him there. 
The role of the RSA has been dealt with at length in 2.4.3 
above. However, one can point out that the functional alliance 
between teachers and the RSA further corroborates conceptions 
that some teachers are collaborators in the oppressive mission 
of apartheid State. The consequences of this have been 
highlighted in 4.2.2 above. This functional alliance lays 
conditions where teachers' authority might be undermined on the 
grounds that it serves the interests of the State. It will no 
doubt impair social interaction between teachers and students 
as TH substantiates below: 
• • • pupil• took their books and went a·way. We 
were charged, especially the principal ••• that 
we called the police and .troops into the school 
at ona stage they called for his resignation 
••• they striked [boycottedl and did not talk to 
us for a long period. 
4.3.1.4 Teachers' political ignorance 
The crisis of authority is perceived by some teachers as 
way isolated from the social crisis in the country. 
compounded by political ignorance among teachers in a 





d•v•lopmant of class consciousness in most students. According 
to TMI 
it is the resentment, the influence of the 
politics around us. Students are rebellious ••• 
the present child is so politi~ally aware ••• 
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they are politically clear of what is happening 
around them ••• They want to show off how much 
they know and they have discovered that most of 
us Cteachersl don't know ••• you can't control a 
person who thinks he knows, you can•t ••• unless 
you find other relevant ways ••• relevant to th• 
mood of the time ••• that is what we are trying 
at the moment. 
The impact of the •mood of the time' is captured by TT who says 
<below> that students were not only challenging_the functions 
of teachers, but were also g~_stioning the continued link 
between te~chers an._d_the State. 
Students accuse us of being sellouts, they say 
we are part of the system ••• at one stage 
almost three quarters of the students in our 
school was in dispute with us saying that if we 
really serve and support them we must resign 
from the department CDETJ. 
This serious demand should be understood in the conteHt of the 
current socio-political climate in South Africa of which the 
impact is so strong that any claim of political ignorance 
especially by intellectuals such as teachers is according to 
Oerber <Densmore, 1987> an "historically evolved defensive 
response to ideological proletarianization" which is often 
resorted to by professional classes in order to "avoid 
important moral and social questions". The socio-political 
climate to a large extent shapes and reshapes the interaction 
of teachers and students within schools. 
Teachers' authority is a crucial part of the class struggle in 
apartheid and capitalist education. When the established order 
is perceived as illegitimate and therefore undermined on that 
basis, it is not surprising that all classes which benefit from 
it are subsequently undermined. Teachers are considered to be 
part of the established order and it is for this reason that 
their authority is flouted. They are also followed by calls to 




and disdain for 
out• "There was this methodic 
anything 
white image". It is clear that 
whita - the predominant 
teachers' authority is 
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undermined following the perception that it is an illegitimate 
creation of the system in which teachers have no convincing 
voice. 
4.3.1 Factors pral•tarianizing taachars• Mark 
When tha State prescribes for teachers what they must do within 
schools, it intensifies its management control over them. 
Teachers become less influential and their work less productive 
in,._ terms of_f_or:mul,a-t.ing_al~t.e.r:natJNe.s. Whereas this practice 
tightens State hegemony, it is also contradictory since it 
opens up the work that teachers do to more negative criticisms 
thus creating grounds for teachers• opposition to the State. It 
is for this reason that the practice is referred to as the 
proletarianization of teachers work. 
4.3.2.1 Pawarl•••n••• of teachers 
The lack of professional autonomy is a topical issue in 
education. It is indicative that teachers have no control over 
their intellectual labour. The degree of autonomy which they 
appear to enjoy is somehow 'licensed' i.e., restricted within 
curriculum boundaries which are set by the State. This implies 
that the only control 
within th• boundaries 
they have over their labour process is 
of what th•y are permitted to do as 
dictated by the State and conditioned by the school order. This 
signifies some form of 'prescriptive intellactualism•. This has 
led to powerlessness which gives way to general discontent 
among some teachers who say that Stat• officials ignore th•ir 
id••• vis-a-vis changing any aspect of the curriculum. 
According to TA 1 
••• som• of the things we do not want in the 
syllabus we mention during the in-servic• 
training but wa have not got any response from 
th• department CDETJ w• do not hav• th• 
•powers' to change the curriculum without being 







about what ~eachers coulcl do under licensed 
autonomy do 
examination 
not" only come in the fO('m of evaluation and 
system under the contro~ of the State, but even go --
so far as to include suspensions and dismissals. These are part 
of the reperc~si_ons. that might bef al 1 teachers who assert 





When a teacher follows ~he instructions of the 
high authorities without using . hi.s. own 
discretion, that is not authority ••• a teacher 
should have the right to exercise authority, but 
unfortunately you-find that teachers fear-losing 
their jobs. 
' 
participation of teachers bi the planning1 
I . 
of the curr:.!_culum 
undoubtedly give credibility and increase the legi ti~cy 
their teaching rples and auth9ri1:y. Yet, their innovative 
ideas -remai'n further subdued. 
The denial of professional autonomy with regard to curriculum 
planning' should be seen as a serious violation of teachers• 
authority. According to Hyslop <n.d.a; n.d.b.) "This is a 
particular blow to an individual~s standing in the community in 
a situation where the State does not exercise an effective 
hegemony over a larger prop,ortion of _the people, the teacher 
become• delegitimated". 
It can be argued that most teachers· have been subjected to 
inferior .education and profesSlonal undertraining and do not 
have the necessary expertise to design the curriculum. Although 
this might partially be true, it ..,ould however, not ba 
overlooked. that the system is itself a cultural imposition and 
therefore such an argument is but a ploy by those who fear that 
teachers might dilute- the bourgeois ideology which holds 
together the cultural traditions of the ruling classes. It is 
certain that such a dilution will significantly threaten the 
State hegemony. 
Mathonsi ( 1988) asserts that the State manipulates for 
socio-economic and political reasons, tha educational progress 
,: 
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of black students to ~uit th• capitalist system. On• aspect of 
thi• can be 
are comp•U ed 
consented, let 
teachers' powerlessness, especially when tea~hers 
~o. impart the cu~ritulum to which they have not 
alone taken part in its planning. This is 
{ 
compounded by tha fact that teachers ara supposed to instil th• 
same curriculum content into a growing number of students not 
willing to 'consume' it. Despite tha lack of evidence about th• 
educational success or failure of students at the schools from 
which the ' interviewees came, an overview of the impact of th• 
general powerlessness of teachers could be weighed against the 
external examination results. In 1987, S6.3Y. <soma estimate as 
little as 48Y.>_ of the black matriculants within the DET schools 
<excluding Transkei> scraped through. Whilst on average 9S.83Y. 
of the white matriculants in South Africa passed <Upbeat,1988; 
SA Barometer, 2901881 Star, 0505881 NN, 11-170888). A• tha rate 
of success remains stagnant over years, 
reflect badly on the education system 
teachers' authority to negative criticisms. 
not only does it 
but it also exposes 
4.3.2.2 Centralisation of authority 
The hierarchical order of the school is such that teachers 
seldom axparience personal autonomy except when they occupy top 
official positions in th• school organisation. As a result 
th•ir dependency on th• heads of departments and the headmaster 
I 
remain substantial. They are not certain when to respond and 
breach their jurisdiction. According 
dilemma is exacerbated by th• 
take decisions that might 
to some teachers this 
bureaucratic way in which some State officials execute their 
roles. TP and TL respectively say• 
Wa don't hava 'powers'. Everything just comes 
from above. They just undermine us CteachersJ. 
W• are always overlooked when problems in the 
school emarga ••• The DET would in tim• of 
crisis close the schools without consulting with 
us. In 198S we came to school to find troops and 
polic• around tha school ••• it is only then 
that we knew the school was closed ••• nobody, 
avan the inspectors ever cama to ask us what was 
happ•nin; in our school • 
• 
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We couldn't offer the SRC to students because we 
have no such 'powers• ••• th• department CDETJ 
should have told us that we need to offer 
students that ••• I didn't know whether I should 
get involved or not because it was the higher 
authorities who were dealing with issues like 
that. 
The centralisation of authority is a crucial issue for teachers 
because they are left to shoulder the responsibility for 
problems which arise after they have eMecuted decisions which 
have been taken without their consent. Serious problems are 
likely to emerge when teachers refrain from taking decisions 
during emergen~y situations on the basis that they have to be 
~&legated authority when in practice immediate and perceptive 
responses are needed. It is this very aspect of loss over 
decision making which Densmore <1987> refers to as "ideological 
proletarianization". Conditions are thus created where students 
might continuously undermine teachers on the basis that they 
resemble pawns in the school organization. 
Those in the bureaucracy continue to enjoy maMimum domination 
sine• centralisation of authority intensifies their seniority 
over tha subordinates. The scope of involvement of the 
subordinates and their capacity to influence decision making is 
reduced. This jeopardises the working relationship between 
ordinary staff members and State officials. This is 
understandable because whera one's <e.g •• administrator/s) 
competency and efficiency arm determined by ona•s ability to 
d•cida for othar• <e.g., ordinary staff members> who have to 
implement and defend such decisions even in the face of 
rasistanca, there is bound to be perpetual status conflict. The 
survival of some would depend on the successful destruction of 
others, aithar physically through resignation and victimization 
or psychologically through the fear of both. 
4.3.2.3 T•achar burn-out 
Th• load of •chool work, overcrowding, the long school day and 
pressure of teachers• own academic studies undeniably threaten 
I, 
1 ____ _ 
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the effectiveness of teaching. Teachers are likely to resort to 
competitive teaching which undoubtedly detach them from 
students and colleagues. This form of detachment or a cynical 
and dehumanized 
towards some 
perception of other users 
form of teaching which is 
drives teachers 
bureaucratic in 
orientation. As Densmore (198 71149> says: 
a high work volume increases their dependence 
say on prescribed materials ••• they simply do 
not have the time to create many of their own 
lessons or to do much beyond distributing 
predesigned curricular materials. 
Teachers• authority is thus negatively affected. The more 
teachers worry about their work, the more it is likely that 
their morale will deteriorate. This will lead to •burn-out' 
which according to Maslach <Gorton, 1983> is an emotional 
exhaustion caused by stress. As TM highlights• 
We are given many 
ones in which we 
becomes difficult 
when I am teaching 
subjects to teach, even th• 
are not experienced ••• It 
to specialise in my subject 
many subjects in many classes 
are many, we don•t even find the students 
time to prepare 
studies. 
lessons and concentrate on our 
The crisis of teachers• authority is also a problem of 
stringent management control, the solution of which demands a 
review of educational policy and the political conditions of 
the teachers• workplace. Densmore <1987> points out that 
teachers• work in any school is related to a particular mode of 
production whereby under capitalist social structure it i• a 
"product of attempted and contested solutions to problems of 
.fiscal crisis and capitalist development". In order to redress 
teachers' burn-out, the reconstruction of the capitalist mode 
of production become• necessary. 
4.4 Teach•r•• survival techniques 
D••pit• th• gloomy picture portrayed by the interviewees, there 
are however, attempt• at alternative mechanisms of dealing with 
the crisis. The alternatives represent both greater 
-. 
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There is a greater opportunity of movement away from the 
dictates of the official curriculum. Any such move is likely to 
provide hope for future 
legitimacy for teachers. 
achieved~ 
positive interaction and 
TR highlights how such 
We all have a fresh start, and we are sort of 
developing another attitude as staff ••• a 
positive· one ••• we must be creative ••• have a 
sense of what is appropriate ••• to do things 
without waiting to be told ••• we are trying to 
develop with pupils. If we forget that we are 
superior and stop boasting, I'm sure there won't 
be a void between us and the pupils ••• we are 




This is a direct and perhaps an effective way of responding to 
the breakdown of teaching and learning processes. The technique 
reflects an understanding of the dynamics involved in the 
crisis and the problems to be solved within schools. Tha 
essence of this lies in the fact that it can enable teachers to 
transcend the barriers of individual rigidity. 
4.4.2 Invocation of external authority of the community 
There is a growing interest among individual teachers in 
consulting freely with the parents of the students. Even though 
consultation with the parents of the students is not new, there 
is now emphasis on broadening the school space for more 
parental influence. This move will certainly challenge the 
conceptualisation that teachers• authority rests on 
intellectual expertise, a claim ~hich when internalized could 
lead to teachers viewing the invocation of eMternal authority 
of the community as threatening since it signifies a sharing of 
responsibilities which will reduce the scope of teachers' 
dominance. TF saysl 
We try to work wit~ the parents of the pupils. 
If we carry on consulting them, it will not only 
ba our responsibility to see that everything is 
orderly within schools ••• if we called parents 
before the strikes, we wouldn't have problems 
now. 
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Some students agree with this idea but express reservations in 
so far as parents appear to receive, absorb and submit to the 
school bureaucracy without questioning. S2 says• 
They tteachersl should not call parents here, 
but if they come they should not listen to the 
teachers and the principal only. Many parents 
listen to the principal and agree with him 
because they fear he will chase texpell us out 
of the school when they disagree. 
The invocation of external authority of the community enables 
teachers to extend their scope of contact into the community. 
This might alleviate the tension and lack of understanding that 
exist between teachers and other users. 
4.4.3 Diminishing tha involvement - detachment ambivalency 
..-........... ~ .... "'" ,_..,.... ..... , 
Most teachers have µn:ti_l_lately avoided any __ ~nvolvement in 
activities inside and outside_schools that might be considered 
- -- ..:--~~~ ::... ...... >.,) ~ 
by the St:_ate as_having political connotation_s.• ___ }'!:.'e _emer9ence of 
many organisations to the left of the State has rendered_that 
------,,.---,----~--- ----
tendency somet_~_ i_ ':"_'!.~_E!.-J:.h_e_past. __ .Teach_ers_ar:e._becomi ng._more 
accustomed to participatin_g_ in ext,ra-mural ~ctivitie~. w~_~hin 
organisations where they are able to meet informally with __ qther ---- - -- - - --~·- -- -
users. They claim that this involvement makes understanding 
possible between themselves and the students. TX says: 
I participate in PTSAs ••• there are soma 
teachers from the school. This gives us the 
chance to meet informally with students and 
their parents. It improves communication and 
mutual understanding between all of us ••• they 
also accept us as part of the struggle and not 
as part of the system ••• unfortunately there 
are still some teachers who stay away from these 
organisations ••• in fact, they fear the DET. 
This form of involvement is 
------------· ·--
teachers and commits them 
more than with the State. 
likely to increase the awareness of 
to identifying with the community - .--- - ~ 
It will in fact alleviate some 
accusations that teachers are merely the servants of power. 
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4.4.4 Beating the system 
The bureaucratic schooling system emphasizes rigid behavioural 
order as the basic determinant of the efficient authority of 
the teachers. The rationale is that if there is disorder, 
teachers' authority has collapsed, hence teachers try to mask 
the conditions within schools and classrooms that might expose 
the fact that they have lost control over students. They do so 
by bluffing the State officials that there is normality when in 
fact the situation in the school is far from being conducive to 
any educational activity. In ot~er words teachers beat the 
system. According to TT: 
4.4.S 
we would shepherd the few pupils who were around 
just to be with them in the classrooms ••• they 
would get in but refuse to be taught without the 
others •• • we would ask them to remain seated 
and silent in class so that everything appeared 
normal from the outside ••• practically, that 
was all we could do ••• we couldn't teach or 
give orders. 
Scuttling policy 
Taking leave or periods of study does not seem to be a coping 
<survival> mechanism. But for teachers who have temporarily 
left and returned, it give•· them a chance to reflect, to 
reconsider and to commit themselves anew. It thus provides them 
with a base to contend with the conflict. As TK puts it: 
This 
••• in 1985 my name was mentioned in one of 
their meetings ••• that I was strict ••• there 
was nothing I could do ••• I felt frustrated and 
1 nearly left to find myself a job elsewhere 
outside the profession ••• I survived by taking 
a study leave ••• that is why I have come back 
now but a different person with a positive 
attitude. 






crisis for their own ends. Teachers 
are inclined to use the 
might find the pressure of 
such 
part 
d th s perceive them a• a problem or students unbearable an u 
by the time a teacher who has 
of it. This is so because 
------------- -- - ---------------------------------------"""' 
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these choices are motivated by an urgent need for an eMpedient 
solution to the crisis of authority, teachers would opt for any 
pragmatic initiative that seems appropriate. When such coping 
techniques appear political it might not simply be that 
teachers have become politicised or conscientized as such but 
that the ·techniques seem to provide them with hope for future 
and a new meaning for social change. However, it is important 
that teachers should realise that social change cannot come 
through individual assertiveness. Teachers must involve 
themselves collectively if there is to be any effective or 
successful formulation or implementation of alternatives • 
. ,....((-.....) 
~--<?' '{-
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S. CONCLUSION 1 THE CRUX OF TEACHERS• AUTHORITY - AN 
ANALYTICAL REFLECTION 
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5. CONCLUSION I THE CRUX OF TEACHERS• AUTHORITY 
AN ANALYTICAL REFLECTION 
S.1 Review of the issue of authority as in chapters 1 to 4 
This chapter seeks to provide an understanding of the 
predicament in which teachers find themselves concerning their 
author.ity. - It is a concluding as well as an analytic chapter. 
It will while clarifying issues through propositions, not 
conceal problems that arise. The author argues that there do 
not at present exist conditions in which the authority of the 
teacher can be a liberating experience. This can be attributed 
to the continuous race and class antagonisms between the two 
constituencies and among users themselves. Teachers have also 
taken for gr~nted the grievances of other users with regard to 
democratising the social processes of the curriculum. They have 
not been able to recon,stru~!=-- their authority to the 
sa,tisfaction of the community. Instead they have through"Claims 
of professional neutrality, ideological desensitization and a 
'purist' view of education (i.e., a view that education is a 
manipulation process where people are persuaded to consent to 
the status quo> quickened the momentum of cooptation into the 
petty bourgeoisie. 
The author will point out that the dilemma which teachers face 
comes as a result of their ambivale~-p~si-tran·s-;- Teachers 
as elitist, intellectual civil servants remain legally and 
strategically part of the State through their historical 
functional roles, whilst, because of certain demographic 
factors and political conditions they are simultaneously part 
of the community. They might not support the State on 
ideological grounds, but for economic privileges they do~ This 
suggests that they do not absolutely identify with the social 
expectations of the community. Teachers are petty bourgeois 
intellectuals whose functional roles within the capitalist 
social structure have been to organize and provide elitist 
leadership. At the same time their economic consumption power 
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has been concentrated on improving their petty bourgeois 
life-styles. In contrast their political circumstances due to 
racialistic ideology reflect that they are members of the 
community. For instance, most teachers have not been immune 
from racial discrimination on the job market. Like most members 
of the community they are equally affected by the Group Areas 
Act, the Separate Amenities Act and are denied voting rights 
<cf. Alexander, n.d>. 
The equivocal class positions of teachers are crucial in that, 
historically, teachers have collaborated with the State more 
than with the comm~ni~y~ __ Often what authority means in one 
constituency, it will not mean in the other. This is central to 
any race and class contest. The historical roles of teachers 
which are inseparable from their status as organic 
intellectuals <i.e., persons whose activities persuade others 
to consent to the hegemony of the ruling classes> of the State 
are assessed, analysed and the author will point out that they 
have propped the GSO whilst simultaneously inviting 
resistance from 
up 





--- ~ ~ -
of their survival techniques is developed further in 
r --. - -· ~- - --·- ~-- .... -
to ascertain thei~ .possibility of thriving-in the crisis 
tfian jus~-~ely coping or surviving it. The noticeable - -... ,_ ~ 
in terms of the authority of the teacher signifies some 
form of resistance which is the result of the pressure exerted 
on them inside and outside schools by both students and the 
community. The shift represents a new base for a 
counter-hegemonic approach towards apartheid education and 
capitalist social responsibility. This is likely to contradict 
the historical functions of teachers within State schools. The 
author will then portray the implications of these alternative 
forms for the traditional profession and will show their 
significance as steps towards redressing the crisis. As 
Schonfeld <1976) avers, any innovation is itself crucial and 
therefore, the shift will undoubtedly result in unintended 
consequences for individual teachers. This can be tolerable 
only if teachers acknowledge that in racial and class 
societies, education produces educational casualties <Muller, 
I 
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1987>. Moreover such unintended consequences are part of class 
sacrifices. 
For broad purposes of analysis in this chapter, the notion of 
the State versus the community is retained. This does not 
overlook the e~istence of intra-community conflict as already 
pointed out, but is solely to give a sense of community unity 





in Cape Town which was however, banned) 
for the successful reconstruction of 
teachers~ authority <cf. WM, 231288-120189>. The differences 
within the community are reflected in cleavages between young 
and old persons <students and teachers>, rural and urban 
dwellers, women and men, bourgeoisie and proletariat and also 
between ethnic groupings. The fragmentations undoubtedly 
reflect different levels of cultural, economic, political and 
ideological consciousness among users. As pointed out in 
chapter 3 the same varied consciousness permeates users and 
influences (differently> their conceptualisations of what 
teachers~ authority should be like. Hence the significance of 
counter-hegemony in order to create conditions for 
strengthening the 
the transformation 
community solidarity which is necessary for 
of the unequal social relations of 
production and the GSO <Bozzoli, 1987). 
Recent developments both inside and outside the schools 
indicate an attempt to reduce the conflict of race and class. , 
This is necessary for the community that strives for 
emancipation <South, 04-100288; WM, 01-070888; Tsele, 1986). In 
order to provide a better understanding of the way in which the 
established creator authority is problematised; of the 
direction and the social bases an alternative authority is 
likely to adopt; it is important that analysis should not 
overlook attempts by the community to "regain control of the 




Structural location and function• of teachers 
Ambivalent class position• 
Assuming that the conflict between the State and the community 
is being heightened, the split between the elites and the 
non-elites is likely to be witnessed vividly in education and 
in the schooling process. This is because schools are 
hierarchically organised in such a way that there is clear 
division between intellectual labour and social labour. Since 
the crisis reflects a contest where one constituency 
(community> wants its fundamental rights recognised and the 
access to all amenities equalised via the transformation of the 
GSO, and the other constituency <State> is geared towards 
sustaining the status quo, teachers find themselves taking part 
in this class struggle in a somewhat controversial manner. They 
are polarised between these two constituencies and thus between 
the "logic of reproduction and resistance" <Freire and Macedo, 
1987). As petty bourgeois intellectuals teachers play vital 
roles in the reproduction of the capitalist social relations 
and in the dissemination and elaboration of bourgeois ideology 
<Sarup, 1983>. However, this reproduction is not 
self-perpetuating. Teachers do not have effective control over 
the ideology of education vis-a-vis curriculum planning. 
Consequently, lack of consensus will affect the transmission of 
bourgeois ideology. 
Teachers are legally and strategically bound to the State. 
Their civil service status ties them to bureaucratic and 
conservative positions in the school order. Their social upward 
mobility within the school bureaucracy ensures the upgradement 
of their status and welfare. This form of acceptance and 
advancement of the official positions in the schooling 
hierarchy is a conscious choice on their part which reflects a 
quest to be like the bourgeois members of the capitalist social 
formation <cf. Shalam, 1987). This signifies that teachers 
align with the ruling classes. Although this alliance might be 








form an intellectual category very 
they do not hava the control of the 




much of their own labour process. As State 
servants, they are directly exploited vis-a-vis their 'creative 
energy' but not in terms of the benefits of surplus economic 
returns despite the fact that they work for pittance <cf. 




returns are powerful means 
teachers into the ruling 
is made possible by the 
through which the State 
class. The process of 
fact that teachers have 
strong inclinations to maximize their social welfare in a way 
that is always consonant with petty bourgeois interests in the 
capitalist relations and the mode of production. The legalism 
of their contract and economic apparatus represent political 
resources utilized by the State to tie and condition the 
organizational 
authority. 
and ideological influence of 
The State has ensured that teachers align with it not only 
through the legalism of their contract and economic incentives 
but also via the fallacy that professionalism is apolitical. 
Teachers have never been in a strategic position to generate 
professional goals which are distinct from the established 
order. As Densmore <1987) avers, the professional aspirations 
of teachers do not jeopardise their civil service status "which 
signifies a work context with hierarchical authority relations, 
bureaucratic control, and conditions of limited time and 
information", but instead sustain it. In fact as Cloeta and 
Pillay <1998) point out, the affirmation of professional 
autonomy within the capitalist social structure is necessary to 
protect tha status of intellectuals and sustain the interests 
of the ruling classes. This is one imperative call made to 
teachers by the State. Teachers may not have a choice to teach 
the alternative curriculum, but to transact ideologically as 
th• State prescribes. They might not want to be identilied with 
. -. 
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the elites, the petty bourgeoisie and the dominant classes, but 
of their legal service contract which are 
aggravated bY their economic alliance with the state, make them demands 
appear as part of the state tcf. Shalem, 1987>• 
the 
teacher• are contradictory because as 
1he class, positions 




say, teachers are engaged in 






mental labour of teachers has taken the form 
of •prescriptive intellectualism' by acting educationally 
through ~quie~enc~ in the confines of the eMi~ing reproducing creator 
policy and 
subsequently 
authority tcf. Freire and Macedo, 198711221. This contributes 
towards the proletarianization of their work· Thi• 
proletarianization is undoubtedly the result of the capitalist 
ideology which proliferate hierarchical divisions of labour in 
the mode of production. It is itself a political constraint 
which neverthelas• provide• teacher• with the ba•l• for moral 
identity with the community. 
When the divisions heighten and the resultant conflict becomes 
threatening to the capltall•t mode of production and tho•• 
classes that have a stake in its social relations of 
production, the community will want teachers to change their 
functions. As Haskell <P~kewitz, 19~•81 says •the authority 
of the intellectual tisl legitimated by the changing role of 
the intellectual," teachers are thus urged to place themselves 
in a favourable position with the community by asserting 
themselves through alternative activities which transform the 
GSO by establishing and strengthening the cso. This ls another 
imperative call made to teacher• by the community. The onlY 
backing the community might give teachers is solidarity, moral 
support and the promise of legitimacy for future social 
processes of the curriculum. Th• only hope of winning teacher• 
over to th• community i• on the grounds of the political and 
moral justification that the state l• illegitlmata, unjust 
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undemocratic and that to sustain it is tantamount to taking 
part in its apartheid mission. If there is to be any sacrifice 
in the class positions of teachers in favour of the community, 
it is certain to be based on political grounds rather than for 
economic gains. 
Teachers are in a •no-win' situation and the fact that they 
often become educationally dysfunctional has to do with the 
polarization resulting from the race and class contest. The 
crisis means that teachers are the subjects over whom the 
battle rages. The instability in teachers authority is, 
therefore, th~ product of the ongoing race and class struggle 
between the community and the State. Exasperation, frustration 
and an element of indecision that characterise teachers' work 
to the battle of teachers to respond to the two 
polar calls without choosing the constituency that 
are due 
imperative 
promises a home for progressive edu~ational agency. One can 
understand this state of affairs because teachers will 




crisis deepens, teachers' authority becomes more 
Consequently, teachers do not find any space where 
practice authoritatively. The State is not likely to 
give in, because no State has ever voluntarily chosen to lose 
any contest. The community too is not likely to succumb to 
domination. In order to prove that the relationship between 
teachers and the State is not that of master and puppet it 
becomes necessary that they forge alliances with the community. 
This is indispensable and inevitably a condition to be observed 
in any counter-hegemonic struggle. But before teachers are 
drawn into counter-hegemony it is important that the historical 
functions which tha community urges them to relinquish <through 
its imperative call> are analysed. 
s.2.2 Controv•r•i•l historical roles 
Th• legal contract is one powerful form of control in which the 
State strategically ties up and manoeuvres teachers so that 
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they serve it. Teachers are required to implement the 
educational policy, the political and ideological content of 
which reflects the culture of the ruling classes, mainly the 
Afrikaner elites, whilst excluding the perspectives of the 
community. Their prescribed intellectualism within schools 
includes the impartation of certain preformulated views and 
ideas about reality, and sets of biased attitudes towards life 
as are portrayed and laid down in the curriculum. The control 
which teachers have over the labour of the students in the 
classroom is a strategic aspect of the legalism of their 
contract. This is essential to the State so that in the process 
of disseminating bourgeois ideology they eventually perpetuate 
the State by reinforcing its hegemony. 
The State could not have been successful without manoeuvring 
professionalism to ensure that teachers assume •purist• 
perspectives on education. Teachers have been made to believe 
that their intellectual expertise has no place in the political 
reality of the teaching profession or vice-versa. In this way j.. 
teachers have become cowed and blinkered within the limited 
conceptions of the pregiven school functions (Jessop, 1985>. 
The result has been an alienation of their •critical energy', 
which has led them to becoming accountable to the State and 
effective supporters of capitalism. This is mada clear by 
Hyslop <n.d.a• n.d.b) who points out that 11 the functions they 
are maintaining in the classroom are those of surveillance and 
control the 'functions of capital' while those they are 
losing are those of the creative educator - the 'functions of 
the collective worker' 11 (cf. Giddens, 19801301; Harris, 1982; 
Shalem, 1987:37>. 
Teachers• authority has become little more than a production 
relationship of control motivated by a subjection ideology. 
This submission follows the assertion of teachers professional 
autonomy which according to Cloete and Pillay <1988), is not 
only a ''workplace gain, CbutJ is also used by mental labour 
CintellectualsJ to advance their interests and as a smokescreen 
• 
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for concealing their ties to the ruling class." This implies 
that the historical functions of teachers which reproduce 
dominance and subordination relationships do not only sustain 
the capitalist mode of production but ensure the stability of 
teachers as a class with interest related to tha established 
order. As All <1991> points out, the State can only "benefit in 
the sphere of power from the work that schools do <in the 
sphere of . symbolic relations> because, parado~ically, teachers 
rule' according to a certain logic and practice in the 
classroom" <cf. Swift, 19729 Licata and Willower, 1973; 
Mphahlele, 1991>. It is not surprising that teachers resort to 
more power, certain prejudices and assumptions to defend their 
authority from imminent collapse. As Sebidi <1997110) avers• 
Teachers symbolised the abrasive authority of 
one of the most irksome and questionable 
institutions of authority in the whole structure 
of racial domination Department of Education and 
Training <DET>. Their structural association 
with the institution totally eclipsed whatever 
personal attitudinal positions they adopted 
vis-a-vis their people's struggles. 
Now, when one talks about a stable form of teachers' authority _,__ ____ - -- -·- -
within schools one P-Os~i_l;l!_y_r_fifers to the historical roles of 
teachers which redup~~fate the creator authority. Similarly, 
when they are. thought to have lost authority, it refers to a 
specific moment of truth at which they have ceased propping up 
the system. 
Since the collapse of teachers~ authority threatens the 
hegemony of the ruling classes.beneficiaries of the GSO will 
denounce teachers as incompetent and inefficient. This is 
understandable because the privileges of the beneficiaries are 
sustained by teachers' authority as a controlling devica 
ensuring that the power of the ruling classes stays intact. 
This does not suggest that the ruling classes or beneficiaries 
are not conscious that educational progress i~,difficult under 
conditions which undermine teachers' authority. It is this 
consciousness that motivates them to contain and diminish the 
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scope of __ teache.r:s_:11_pr-Of-essional' individual and/or collective 
autonomy. This ensures that there is educational progress 
through submission guided by the subjection ideology, because 
in essence this is the type of progress that has historically 
sustained the interests of tha ruling classes. 
In order to revive the authority that has collapsed, attempts 
will then -be. made to commit teachers anew to this kind of 
educational progress. The power of State apparatus (i.e., 
carrot and stick or cooption and repression> is made more 
subtle. On the one hand, salaries are made more attractive 
whilst on the other, rules, regulations and the legal service 
contract are made more stringent in an attempt to ensure that 
the State ideology remains dominant. Since the sphere of 
ideology is one of class struggle, the contest of authority 
reaches the apex resulting in the State•s imperative call to ba 
weighed against the community•s imperative call. When this 
happens, it is significant that the ruling classes are no 
longer in a position to rule hegemonically, but through 
coercion. 
In the present environment in South Africa it is doubtful 
whether teachers will continue executing their historical roles 
.for long. The changi_r:ig __ image __ of_the_sc:hoo_l __ iD__.!;_he_communi i:Y ,.- -
which can be seen in the continuous occurrence of c:la•sroom 
'-
' 
boycotts, school stayaways and the exodus of students into ------ -·-·---- -
exile implies that the historical roles of teachers will become 
void in a situation where there are no students who __ a~e_wi~l.ing 
to learn and where there is no commun~~y-~~pport <Mathonsi in 
Sowatan, 2710971 Alexander, 1988>. This_m_i.gh.t_compel_teacher:s 
to negotiate new bases for their authority. Similar to 
·-------~-~ - ~ - -- ~ - - -
countar-authority, the processes of negotiation presuppose that 




thamsalvas in counter-coercive activities which G~amsci 
sees as leading towards counter-hegemony. The shift 
the CSO should be seen in this context as an attempt to 




The shift towards th• community 
Th• sig~ificanca of counter-hegemony 
schooling. 
in black 
The turmoil in State black secondary schools indicates a 
growing dissatisfaction in the community with the work that 
schools do as apartheid establishments and in particular with 
the functions of teachers as intellectuals generated by 
capitalism. The community that opposes the system will no doubt 
stand against those who prop it up. In the same way that the 
community is demanding the transformation of the system. it is 
likely to want organic intellectuals generated by capitalism 
transformed into organic intellectuals for socialism. As 
Alexand~r (1988:22> puts it• 
The sharpening of the contradictions between the 
oppressed and the exploited people and the 
ruling classes has led to a situation in the 
schools where increasingly teachers have to 
decide to support the demands and actions of the 
black students or face the fact that they are no 
more than agents of an oppressive and repressive 
state once all the pious prattling about 
•vocation• and 'duty to children• has been 
bracketed out. 
A bon• of contention is that teachers sustain the system which 
is itself not credible. It is argued that teachers should 
becoma part of the •culture of resistance• both inside and 
outside schools. Teachers are urged to perceive as one of their 
educational tasks. contribution to eradicate the apartheid 
system which is "built upon social marginalization and 
political disenfranchisement of a superexploited black 





or counter-hegemony in black schooling dates back to 
century and in particular to 1952 when 'Bantu 
was on the verge of implementation. Teachers 
,such as the Cape African Teachers Association 
(CATA> and the Transvaal African Teachers Association <TATA> 
undermined the system and rallied support from teachers and 
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parents to oppose the system. This was to be followed by an 
indefinite, though unsuccessful, boycott of schools in 1955 
which was spearheaded by the now outlawed African National 
Congress <ANC> in its •resist apartheid campaign• <Lodge, 1983; 
Christie, 1985>. 
The 1976 students• revolt and the 1980•s student resistance 




~ system. An 
Of significance is that students, youth, were in the 
not only protesting and challenging the •cultural 
but also visualizing and calling for a democratic 
upsurge of alternative users' structures within 
schools in the 1984/86 crisis is indicative of this (cf Murray, 
19871198). The Congress of South African Students <COSAS>, now 
banned; the SRCs in the place of the prefectorial system; the 
PTSAs in the place of school committees and the Soweto Parents 
Crisis Committee <SPCC> and later the NECC are but few 
examples. The fact that many young people participated within 
these alternative structures indicates a radical change in the 
politics of patriarchal involvement where traditionally, elite, 
adult authority reigned over youth authority (cf. Murray, 
19871203). 
Over these years counter-hegemony intensified due to poor 
material conditions in the schools, a high failure rate and 
growing repression. These synchronized with the economic and 
political crisis to draw black schooling firmly on to the 
terrain of race and class struggle <Levin, 1980; Lodge, 1983• 
Christie, 1985; Saul, 1986; Nasson, 1986S Chikane, 1986>. 
It is also important to note that the conflict in schools 
occurred concomitantly with the struggle waged by the 
community. The emergence of the now restricted United 
Democratic Front <UDF> in 1983, the subsequent student 
organisations• alliance with it and the fact that the ANC sent 
messages of support for the reassessment of the school boycotts 
and stayaways meant that the struggle for the reconstruction of 
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the education system was not seen as separate from the struggle 
for the transformation of the established social order (cf. 
Levin, 1980; Murray, 19871197, 404>. It also meant a growing 
understanding that the problems of black schooling were the 
result of an orchestrated mission by the ruling classes whose 
interests are satisfied by the perpetuation of a par~icular 
mode of production and its social relations. As such, it cannot 
be left only to students and teachers to seek solutions to the 
schooling crisis. It is for this reason that "the issue of 





dimensions, provides opportunities for debate 
public involvement in, defining educational 
helps to counteract the isolating and 
~~. 
features of teacher professionalism. (for 
example, hostility or suspicion toward parents and community>" 
<Densmore, 1987•156). 
The solidarity between parents, teachers, students and workers 
heralds a major breakthrough of class alliance that is 
essentially needed for the success of counter-hegemony <cf. 
Levin, 1980; Murray, 1987: 156). Counter-hegemony is 
unmistakably a transition towards the solution of 'cultural 
invasion'. It is necessarily an intellectual as well as a 
political task because the transformation of consciousness 
requires both a change in ideas, values and a change in the 
conditions which produce them <Youngman, 1986). Counter-
authority and counter-coercion in and outside schools should be 
seen in this context as directed against apartheid and the 
capitalist system. This provides an explanation of the pressure 




work but are 
not only to adopt a humanistic approach 
also urged to show empathy for:_the 
-....:---- -.--- -- - ·---
suffering of the_ c9mm:i_n_i.~Y··:-~-Since _ teachers. are _str:.uctur.al.ly. 
par-t of ---the community that is subdued, their: functions_should 
-----be orientated towards __ d~veloping class consciousness in their 
students and other users (i.e., 'skilling' them with the 'know ,,, 
how' of eradicating conditions that subjugate>. At issue is 
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their accountability. Counter-authority demands that teachers •.. 
become more involved in the struggle in order to redirect their 
accountability towards the community. Since Freire and Macedo 
<1987) point out that "it is as impossible to deny the 
political nature of the educational process as it is to deny 
the educational character of the political act", 
counter-authority forms part of bridging the gap between the 
educationaL provocation 
1984; Youngman, 1986; 
political success of 
and political provocation <cf. Bingley, 
Sebidi, 1987). In the same way that the 
State hegemony in education has come 
mainly through teachers~ 
ideology, the community 
organic intellectuals 
authority as a vehicle of bourgeois:·. 
looks upon teachers to 
~t '--~ . . 
becomeci ts 
by contributing towards the 
transformation of the GSO and strengthening the CSO <cf. 
Jessop, 1985:218). 
The techniques of individual teachers in attempting to survive ------------------- - --- - -- ·- -
the crisis within schools reflect their quest to prove that ._____ -
they are not proxy forces of the State. Mechanisms indicate 
- - ---· 
that teachers have begun to rethink their submissiveness to 
"organizational rules ~uperiors~ order[sl, the legality of 
their appointment[s] and sheer seniority" <Gouldner, 1979>. At 
the same-time, the survival mechanisms indicate a shift towards 
the community, but due to the absence of collective power on 
the part of teachers these still lack the quality of being 





between al 1 classes_that_ undermine_.the_l.egi.timacy 
This cannot come through individual teacher 
radicalisation as is the case with teachers trying to cope with 
the crisis within schools. One way_ of thriving in the crisis 
might be ___ the_est-ab·l·i-shment-of-a--pol i.t i cal --profession al 
teachers~ union. This has been the subject of debate in the 
teachi"ng - i ntel 1 i gentsi a CWM, 12-180687; 01-070788; South, 
04-100288>. Frictions in this intelligentsia are probably the 
outcome of the intensity of the crisis that is "pulling apart 
those whose class interest sometimes appear to cohere around 
the common platform of opposition to racial oppression" <Saul, 
1986). 
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The failure of some professional teachers associations/ 
organisations lies in the fact that they have prioritised 
concern for the socio-economic welfare issues of their 
workplace 
classroom 
over the political 
worlds. So that 
curricular issues of their 
now, whatever professional 
sensitivit~ teachers have had, it has been disproportionately 
incommensurate with other users~ counter-hegemonic struggle to 
initiate toe climate for alternatives. Citing Wright (1978> and 
Disco (1979> Cloete and Pillay (1988:5> point out that the 
disproportion emanates from: 
The 
the location of the profession as a stratum in 
the dominant class they do not need to 
contest material interest in such an adverserial 
way as manual labour [workers]. Rather, material 
interests are catered for in a complex alignment 
that is beneficial to both the bourgeoisie and 
the intellectuals. 
implications have been anything from that teachers~ 
professionalism is a subterfuge for social quietism to that it 
lacks the ability to bring about social change. 
The revitalization of teachers~ authority depends mainly on the 
awareness of teachers about the need for a political 
professional teachers~ union and the direction of their class 
alliance which is essential for counter-hegemony as a force for 
~mpowerment. Only an alternative teachers~ authority that 
reflects social and political concern for the community might 
be the catalyst in enabling teachers to thrive in the crisis. 
S.3.2 The implications of the shift 
The shift from the GSO towards the CSO is aimed at negotiating 
new bases for teachers~ authority. This can be done through 
alliances with the mass of the people and via attempts to 
develop class consciousness. The shift implies that teachers 
should empower users with skills to determine the process of 
transition towards the CSO. Marx and Engels <Youngman, 1986) 
emphasize that intellectuals have a vital role to play in the 
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class struggle by supplying the mass of the people with 
"educative elements" which should however, be void of "remnants 
of bourgeois, petty-bourgeois, etc. prejudices" <cf. Bingley, 
1984:10). 
In order for the teacher to empower other users, it is 
necessary that they commit cclass suicide", that is, relinquish 
privileges and certain material interest associated with the 
capitalist relations and mode of production~ It can be 
envisaged that this is unlikely to happen because as it was 
previously pointed out, teachers• identification with the 
community is for political gains rather than for economic 
reasons. For as long as the State still owns and controls major 
educational resources, determines the systems of evaluation and 
the hiring criterion <i.e., screening of teachers> there are 
still going to be sharp tensions and contradictions b~tween 
petty bourgeois intellectuals, the State and the community. 
Since teachers are legally and strategically bound to the State 
by virtue of it being the major employer for most of the 
teaching workforce, cclass suicide" could result in suspension 
and dismissal. For instance, about 4854 DET teachers (1585 
permanent and 3269 temporary) had their services terminated by 
the department. These teachers constitute 9,6Y. of the entire 
DET teaching force <Hansard, 290688; cf. Murray, 1987:273>. 
This is crucial because in the racist and capitalist system 
retrenched 
Hence, it 
teachers are not likely to get teaching jobs again. 
is necessary that in the process of forging 
alliances, the balance of forces between the State and the 
community should be recognised <cf. Jessop, 1985:165>. In so 
much as teachers might eventually shift towards the CSO, the 
process will be conditioned by the socio-economic and political 
forces between the two constituencies. It can be expected that 
the State will tighten its hegemony by imposing stringent 
measures for control. It is for this reason that Sisulu 
<Alexander, 1988:21> cautions: 
It is important that we don't misrecognise the 
moment, or understand it to be something which 
it is not. We are not poised for the immediate 
transfer of power to the people. The belief that 
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this is so could lead to serious errors and 
defeats. We are however poised to enter a phase 
which can lead to transfer of power. What we are 
seeking to do is decisively shift the balance of 
forces in our favour. To do this we have to 
adopt the appropriate strategies and tactics, we 
have to understand our strengths and weaknesses, 
as well as that of the enemy, that is, the 
forces of apartheid reaction. 
Although teachers will for some time remain legally part of the 
GSO whic~ diminishes the social space for progressive 
educational agency as the base for emancipatory authority, it 
does not mean that they cannot personally ease the chance of 
creating a climate for collective and collaborative action with 
the community. It is important that they begin a process of 
social and political awareness. Differences among teachers as 
were reflected in their exercising of authority <see chapter 4) 
are a potential source of conflict in hampering collective 
reconstruction within schools. Teachers can therefore take 
these differences as a point of departure in their debates 
around topical issues which concern their functional roles, 
their location in the social structure and their interaction 
with other users in and outside schools. Although indications 
are that individual teachers have started this process <as 
evidenced by survival techniques>, it warrants the 
establishment of staff bodies for collective action within each 
school. This migh~__!.n~ble teachers to interact with students ------ ~ -
and community organisations within school on a more collective 
:--~ - - ' ·~-
and collaborative basis. Collective or team work might create 
conducive conditions for the establishment of school councils 
which can be made up of mandated representatives of parents, 
taach•r• and students organisations. The school council is 
necessary for formulating and taking decisions with regard to 
policy and regulations within schools. Staff bodies like the 
subject committees have not served this ideal since they hava 
or;anisad teachers for the purpose of modifying the syllabu~ to 
ensure greater and more sophisticated perpetuation of the 
interests of the ruling classes. However, as State repression 
further closes the scope and space of action by social agents 
and structures, many users, especially teachers, might look 
towards In-Service Education for Teachers <INSET> to play a 
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role in the development of class and alternative, curriculum 
consciousness. Whilst it is beyond the limits of this thesis to 
determine the extent to which INSET as outlined by some 
contributors (in Ashley and Mehl, 1987> is positioned to bridge 
the gap; it can be a worthwhile innovation if it commits itself 
to the democratic process and emphasizes the agency of 
teachers. 
Personal and professional reeducation workshops remain 
essential for teachers. The workshops are important in order to 
bridge the gap between intellectual 'ivory towerism" and social 
action. Workshops undoubtedly require thorough planning. This 
can certainly be achieved through readiness to initiate and 
through collective involvement <Mphahlele, 1981>. 
5.4 Summary 
The South African apartheid education system has been run as a 
State private enterprise. This has come through the State"s 
ownership and control over education. It has left the State 
with absolute power to regulate teachers, their work, and to 
determine the social processes of the curriculum. As a result 
teachers" authority has reflected the perspectives of the 
dominant classes. Teachers" authority, which in this sense 
resembles creator authority, has been a political device 
utilized and relied upon by the State to sustain its hegemony. 
This has led to an education crisis with far reaching 
political, ideological and socio-cultural conflicts which 
indicate that teachers" authority is interpreted differently. 
The crisis beg~ns when an all-embrasive, concept of teachers' 
authority is confined to some perspectives of which their, 
subsequent meanings are passed as legitimate and taken for 
granted. Whilst the curriculum remains embedded in the culture 
of the ruling classes, particularly, the Afrikaner •volk' with 
its conservative, capitalist control ideology, teachers' 
authority within this framework has been its carrier 
reproducing a vision of a fragmented society. 
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Teachers' authority reflects, then, the social processes of the 
curriculum which are predetermined by the State thereby 
reproducing the capitalist social relations within the 
established social order. Teachers in the State black secondary 
schools act authoritatively when they reify social inequalities 
via the dissemination and elaboration of bourgeois ideology. 
This authority is a top-down, management control and remains 
rigid. <See appendix, figure•1>. In this framework teachers' 
authority is perceived as the ability and the 
professional/intellectual expertise to ease the progress of 
students upward the capitalist organisational ladder in and 
outside schools. 
As Nasson <1986> points out that "apartheid education most 
emphatically has a dual social and political character by 
·reproducing racial and class divisions ", this has led 
teachers' authority to become a terrain of the race and class 
contest. This has provided a basis for counter-hegemony which 
aims at generating an alternative form of authority. In this 
sense, teachers' authority is perceived to reflect a 
democratic, social processes of the curriculum of which the aim 
is to empower users with class consciousness for the process of 
emancipation. This conceptualisation, though stillborn, is 
influenced by a reconstruction ideology which enables people to 
question their social space with the ultimate goal of 
transforming the GSO, thereby establishing and strengthening a 
vision of a unitary society. 
A shift from creator authority towards emancipatory authority 
follows the realization that the current education system needs 
to be revamped on a completely different footing rather than on 
reforms initiated by the State. Since teachers' authority is 
historically a designation from above, it is important that its 
reconstruction should come from below. The significance of the 
shift therefore lies in its creation of conditions for 
challenges for collective action via class alliances in order 
to work towards a climate where the educational contract 
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signifies the involvement of teachers in relation to the 
community rather than teachers vis-a-vis the State. 
That teachers' authority is in crisis, as chronic as that in 
the schools, is due to contentious social processes of the 
curriculum· which either conflict with the stagnant nature of 
the present schooling system or perpetuate it. The present 
system of , schooling guarantees the continuity of the GSO and 
teachers are entrusted with the responsibility of securing the 
State hegemony. It is for this reason that the historical 
functional roles of teachers remain controversial. This is 
compounded by the contradictory class positions of teachers 
where on the one hand they provide leverage to capitalism while 
on the other their work is being proletarianized, consequently 
situating teachers within the community. 
The success or failure of teachers in propping up the system is 
equally crucial. On the one hand, success implies that their 
authority causes ferment and resurrects resistance from other 
users. On the other, failure signifies that they have stopped 
contributing to the support and continuity of the State, a 
breach of their legal service contract. The result might be 
stringent, punitive measures imposed by the State. 




education. Due to this, teachers' authority 
an agonizing educational experience, with sterile 
void of political action. Political action i• 
necessary for 
opportunities to 
social change and to ensure teachers' 
thrive. Thriving entails involvement which is 
a political commitment to reconstruct their authority. Teachers 
know the source of the crisis, they feel it• intensity and 
could bargain with their 'profession', which is currently 
amassing power, to participate in the transformation of the 
system. 
Appendix 
Figure 1 I 
Figure 2 
Figure 3 I 






/classrooms, and the emerging 
emancipatory model. 
A typology of studentsP control problems 
and various accompanying sanctions by 
teachers. 
A 'percentile equation• of the exercise 
of authority, its subsequent 
interpretation as power and the 
resultant legitimacy thereof. 
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'OFFENCE THE NATURE OF THE OFFENCE ·TYPE OF SANCTIONS 
_/ 
Misbehaving in the * Distracting other students Verbal reproach; classroom * Inattentiveness freezing and corporal . 
* Bullying the teachers punishment . 
* Not handing in or delaying the class-/homework 
D/P-C 
Misbehaving within * Loitering at the toilets or being at the Verbal reproach; 
the school 'wrong' place at the 'wrong' time scrubbing floors, 
- *Not wearing the school uniform ' cleaning windows, * Fighting picking up papers, 
* Smoking removing weeds, etc.; 




Idleness * Bunking classes Calling parents; 
* Late coming freezing and corporal 
punishment 
D/P-C 
D/P-C indicates that the offences are difficult to punish during crisis 
FIGURE 2 A typology of students' control problems and various accompanying sanctions by teachers 








· source of 
25% 75% - ._ - - h i - -aut or ty 
e.g. State, 
- -- - parents, etc.-· - -
When authority is interpreted as not (or less) power, 
there is greater legitimacy. When it is interpreted 




A 'percentile equation' of the exercise of authority, its subsequent interpretation 
as power and the resultant legitimacy thereof. 
* How do you exercise your 'powers' in the school/ 
classroom? (t/h) 
*How do you derive such 'powers'? (t/h) 
* How intact have your powers been since you started 
teaching at the school? (t/h) 
*Where do you think teachers get their 'powers'? (s) 
* Why do you think you should ask for permission for 
whatever you want to do in the school/classroom? (s) 
* How has the crisis at the school 
affected you and your 'powers'? 
(t/h) 
* How would you like teachers to exercise 
'powers' henceforth? (t & s) 
* What do you do when you are 
refused permission? (s) 
* What was your relationship with 
the teachers during the boycott/ 




* How would you like the relationship 
between you and the teachers improved? (a) 
* How does one regain the 'powers' one has 
lost? 
* How do you maintain control/discipline in the school/ 
classroom? (t/h) 
* How do students respond to the exercise of your 
'powers' over them? (t/h) 
* What is the function of discipline in the school/ 
classroom? (t/h) 
* How effective are such disciplinary measures? (t/h) 
* What would have happened when you do whatever teachers 
tell you to do? (s) 
* How do you show teachers when you do not like doing as 
they tell you? (s) 
* How do you feel about the discjplinary measures at 
your school/classroom? (s) 
* How do your teachers control/discipline y~u? (s) 
t/h = teacher/headmaster 
s a students 
1--' 
,,--------------------------------------~~----------~----------------~----------------~----------------------------------~ I\) (J1 
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